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ABSTRACT
The effects of anticipated peer and parental knowledge of responses on Russian children’s 
moral decisions were assessed through a replication ofBronfenbrenner’s (1967) study. 
Forty-eight Russian 5th-graders responded to a set of 12 hypothetical moral dilemmas in 
each of three conditions : a) researcher condition, in which children believed their 
responses would be seen only by researchers, b) peer condition, in which children believed 
responses would be seen by their peers, and c) parent condition, in which children believed 
responses would be shown to their parents. Results indicated that perceptions of both 
peer and parental knowledge of responses significantly influenced children to respond in 
an adult-approved manner. Results further revealed that sex was associated with decisions 
as girls gave more adult-approved responses than boys. Although such comparisons must 
be drawn with care, it is worth noting that in all three conditions the responses were 
substantially less “adult-approved” than in Bronfenbrenner’s (1967) research. These 
findings were discussed in terms of previous research and current societal conditions.
v
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Introduction
“Socialization is the process by which the newborn human organism is 
transformed into a social person, a person capable of interacting with others” (Handel, 
1988, p. xi). Socialization involves the intergenerational transmission of values, morals, 
beliefs, and traditions. It is the glue that holds a society together and ensures that its 
unique characteristics, including definitions of acceptable and aberrant behavior, are 
perpetuated from generation to generation. Socialization is a highly complex and 
multifarious process, encompassing a broad array of human behavior, attitudes, and 
beliefs. Consequently, researchers typically concentrate on only one of the myriad 
components of the socialization process, such as achievement, moral development, or 
legal acculturation. Each, however, examines the way in which a particular facet of 
human functioning is transferred to the next generation.
The goal of this thesis is to describe both theory and research pertaining to the 
moral socialization process. The paper begins with a discussion of the two primary 
psychological conceptions of moral socialization, social learning theory and cognitive- 
developmental theory. This discussion includes a delineation of the fundamental 
assumptions within each paradigm, followed by a comparison of their similarities and 
differences. Research presented to illustrate the theories and their principles will 
concentrate on cross-cultural studies. Finally, this paper will describe an empirical study
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conducted on moral socialization practices in the former Soviet Union. Findings will be
discussed in light of the changing social, political, and economic conditions in the former
Soviet Union.
Social Learning Theory
The social learning paradigm has its roots in the philosophy of John Locke as
well as early behaviorist theory, both of which denied the existence of innate and/or
internal processes (Locke, 1975; Watson, 1919). Indeed, in An essay concerning human
understanding. Locke claimed,
“If we will attentively consider new bom Children, we shall 
have little Reason, to think, that they bring many Ideas into 
the World with them. For, bating, perhaps, some faint Ideas, 
of Hunger, and Thirst, and Warmth, and some Pains, which 
they may have felt in the Womb, there is not the least 
appearance of any settled Ideas at all in them; especially of... 
esteemed innate Principles” (1975, p. 85 emphasis in original).
Similarly, behavioral theorists denied the existence of internal principles and ideas,
looking instead to external forces and experience as the sources of individual behavior
and functioning. Consequently, behaviorists concentrated their efforts on activities that
could be observed and measured and avoided the study of internal activities such as
thinking, cognition, and feelings. These behavioral assumptions, furthermore, clearly
influenced current social learning theory, which also looks to environmental factors to
explain behavior. Social learning theory’s primary departure from behaviorism,
however, is its willingness to use unobservable concepts such as feeling, expectations,
and unconscious.
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Although Albert Bandura is often cited as the father of social learning theory, 
several researchers have made fundamental contributions to the theory by using the 
social learning perspective to investigate various aspects of learning and behavior 
(Aronfreed, 1968; Mischel & Mischel, 1976; Sears, Maccoby, & Levin, 1957). An 
underlying assumption among social learning theorists is that behavior, including moral 
behavior, is learned. It is acquired through direct teaching, imitation and modeling 
(Bandura & McDonald, 1963), and it is maintained through reinforcement (Parke, 1969).
Bandura believed that individuals can learn either by observing the consequences 
of their own behavior or by observing the consequences of other people’s behavior. 
Children frequently observe a model and, depending on the consequences of the model’s 
action, behave similarly in future situations. Consequently, social learning theorists have 
rigorously investigated the effect of modeling on the acquisition of behavior. In a typical 
experiment, a child observes a model perform a particular behavior. Later the subject is 
tested to determine the extent to which the child’s behavior mimics that of the model.
The child’s behavior is then compared with that of control subjects who did not observe 
the model. Researchers have varied many of the components of this situation, including 
characteristics of the model, type of behavior displayed by the model, and consequences 
of the model’s behavior (Bower & Hilgard, 1981). They discovered that models who 
were rewarded, seen as nurturant, high-powered, or similar to the observer, were most 
likely to be imitated (Bandura, 1969). More specifically, Lipscomb, MacAllister, and 
Bregman (1985) found that children who have been exposed to caring, generous adult 
models tended to be more concerned for the rights and feelings of others. Additionally,
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Stein (1967) discovered that when a child is exposed to a deviant model who is 
punished, the child will avoid that deviant behavior in order to avoid a similar 
punishment.
Social learning theorists have also investigated the differential impact of peer and 
parental models on children’s behaviors (Bandura & Kupers, 1964; Musselman, 1968). 
Dorr and Fey (1974), for example, examined the effects of peer and parental models’ 
behavioral explanations on children’s subsequent explanations for similar behaviors. 
Ninety-nine elementary school children viewed t wenty videotaped moral judgment 
stories that were depicted by cartoon characters. In half of the stories, either an adult or 
a child model explained the reasoning behind the cartoon characters’ behaviors. In the 
alternating stories, children were asked to explain the characters’ actions. Researchers 
found that children were significantly more likely to model adult behavioral explanations 
than peer explanations. Dorr and Fey (1974) concluded that this finding was consistent 
with previous claims that children are more likely to imitate high-stafus models (i.e., 
adults) than low-status models (i.e., children).
The acquisition of behaviors through modeling and imitation, ho wever, is not 
linear or straightforward. Rather, an individual considers multiple factors over an 
extended period of time in creating his or her own unique set of behaviors. As Bandura 
explained, “modeling outcomes are significantly affected by dissimilarities in the response 
patterns displayed by different adults..., by inconsistencies in the same model over time, 
and by discrepancies between the standards of behavior that a person models and those 
that he imposes upon others...”(1969, p. 278). Consequently, findings from research on
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modeling and imitation must be interpreted with caution. That is, the behavior and 
consequence presented to the study participant is actually only one of a multitude of 
interactions that has already been observed over his or her lifetime. Drawing direct 
conclusions from one laboratory interaction to a child’s subsequent behavior or to that 
child’s behavior in the real world, then, could be misleading.
Reinforcement and punishment are two additional areas that have received 
intense consideration from social learning theorists as they are believed to assist in 
maintaining and “internalizing” the learned behavior. It is important to note that 
although social learning theorists employ cognitive terms such as “internalization,” they 
are operationalized in behavioral terms. For example, social learning theorists claim that 
behaviors become “internalized” through the pairing of immoral behaviors with anxiety.
If a child was previously punished for a certain act, he or she will associate anxiety with 
that particular behavior. In future similar situations, the child will refrain from exhibiting 
that behavior, even in the absence of an adult, because it is associated with anxiety, that 
is, has become “internalized” (Windmiller, Lambert, & Turiel, 1980).
The investigations conducted by social learning researchers on moral behavior 
typically involve discrete and specific behaviors such as cheating, stealing or lying. The 
social learning repertoire contains a wealth of investigations in carefully controlled 
settings (Hallenbeck & Kauffman, 1995; Ohnogi, Itch, & Nakazawa, 1987). This 
research has drawn severe criticism, however. Critics claim that social learning 
researchers arbitrarily and narrowly define moral and immoral behavior. Indeed, 
compliance is often the criterion used to indicate the presence or absence of moral
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behavior. Deference to an arbitrary command, critics argue, is a questionable measure of 
moral behavior (Higgins, Ruble, & Hartup, 1983). Indeed, one researcher stated that if 
moral behavior is merely compliant behavior, then the Nazis were behaving morally 
(Lickona, 1976).
In sum, social learning theory claims moral behavior is defined and shaped largely
by external forces. Writing about social learning theory, Maccoby stated that, “moral
behavior is behavior a group defines as good or right and for which the social group
administers social sanctions” (1968, p. 229). Parents are the initial and primary agents of
socialization, because moral behavior is typically first acquired from one’s parents
through modeling and imitation. Finally, discipline, when defined as a form of
reinforcement and punishment, is a common vehicle of moral socialization.
Cognitive Developmental Theory
The premises upon which social learning theory rests are not mutually exclusive
with those of cognitive-developmental theory. Strong differences exist between them,
however. The assumptions underlying the cognitive-developmental paradigm are based
in the philosophy of Immanuel Kant, who believed that individuals must possess
knowledge before they can have experience (Kant, 1900). This claim sharply contradicts
Locke who, as discussed previously, believed that experience provides knowledge. In A
critique of pure reason. Kant claimed,
“...without seeking for such examples of principles existing 
a priori in cognition, we might easily show that such principles 
are the indispensable basis of the possibility of experience itself, 
and consequently prove their existence apriorF (1900, p. 3).
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Cognitive-developmental theorists accepted Kant’s assumption that individuals possess 
innate knowledge and claimed further that individuals use this innate knowledge to 
actively construct and create their own being. The notion that individual behavior and 
reasoning are strictly products of the environment, then, is rejected by cognitive- 
developmental theorists. Although an individual is continually and actively extracting 
information from the environment, the nature or characteristics of what is extracted from 
that information are contingent upon the person’s developmental level. Behavior, 
therefore, is a result of the interaction between the individual and the environment and 
not from the environment alone (Windmiller, Lambert, & Turiel, 1980).
The pioneering work of Jean Piaget laid the foundation for the cognitive- 
developmental approach to moral development. Piaget’s initial work examined the 
physical and social development of the child, but he later extended this work to moral 
development and in 1932 published a seminal work, The moral judgment of the child. In 
this book, Piaget claimed that the development of moral reasoning parallels one’s 
cognitive development (Piaget, 1932). Furthermore, Piaget believed that individuals 
possess cognitive structures, or schemata, that are representations of the environment 
that allow the individual to receive and organize information. It is these cognitive 
structures, he asserted, that dictate the stage at which individuals are able to reason 
about moral situations. Piaget further claimed that these cognitive structures are innate, 
and the stages of moral reasoning are invariant, hierarchical, and culturally universal 
(Inhelder & Piaget, 1958).
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Piaget derived his stages of moral reasoning from children’s responses to 
hypothetical stories for which they made moral judgments about the behavior of the 
characters. From their responses, Piaget concluded that there are three sequential stages 
of moral reasoning. The younger child (4-7 years) reasons on a level termed moral 
realism. At this level children perceive moral rules not as products of thinking, but as 
“obligatory and untouchable reality” (Piaget, 1932, p. 117). The moral realist possesses 
a sense of objective responsibility and, thus, “evaluates behaviors not in accordance with 
the motive that has prompted them but in terms of their exact conformity with 
established rules” (Piaget, 1932, p. 107). The second stage of moral reasoning emerges 
about the ages of 7 to 10 years. This is an intermediate stage composed of 
characteristics of the first and last stages. During this stage children increasingly interact 
with their peers and grow more independent of adults. Peer groups become important 
agents as they help children to understand, largely through games, that rules are created 
and changed by people. The last stage of moral development, moral relativism, begins 
around age 10 and continues throughout the lifespan. The older child has developed a 
sense of subjective responsibility and realizes an individual’s intentions and motives 
should be taken into account when evaluating his or her behavior. Furthermore, the 
older child begins to see that justice is an abstract concept involving responsibility, 
reciprocity, equality, and an appreciation of differing points of view.
Piaget was instrumental in shaping the cognitive-developmental theory of moral 
development. His most significant contributions include the concepts of cognitive 
structure, stage development, and the notion that social interaction promotes cognitive
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development (Cohn & White, 1990). Later cognitive-developmental theorists used these 
guiding principles as the foundation for their work. Kohlberg, for example, devised a 
theory of moral development that was essentially an elaboration and extension of 
Piaget’s principles. Although Kohlberg’s theory of moral development extends 
throughout the lifespan, it is based on assumptions originally put forth by Piaget.
Kohlberg derived his stages of moral development from the responses of 72 
American boys to 10 hypothetical moral dilemmas. The dilemmas put moral principles in 
conflict with specific situational demands (Tapp & Kohlberg, 1971). From these 
dilemmas Kohlberg derived six developmental stages that constitute three moral levels: 
preconventional, conventional and postconventional. Each level consists of two stages. 
The preconventional level denotes moral thinking that is egotistical. Rules and 
conventions are not yet internalized and adherence is motivated primarily by the desire to 
gain pleasure and avoid pain. Kohlberg’s second level of moral development, the 
conventional level, is characterized by an internalization of moral values that require 
conformity to socially approved rules and conventions. Kohlberg found that older 
children, adolescents, and the majority of adults reason at this level most of the time.
The third level of moral reasoning, the postconventional or principled level, is 
characterized by rules that are abstract, unselfish, and universal.
Critics of Kohlberg’s theory challenge its claim of universal validity (Boyes & 
Walker, 1988; Gilligan, 1982). Walker, Pitts, Hennig and Matsuba declared that, “the 
self-admitted intellectual roots of the [Kohlbergian] theory in a Western liberal 
ideological tradition and its empirical roots in a sample of American males have led to
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allegations of ethnocentrism and misogyny by cross-cultural and feminist scholars”
(1995, p. 374). Most cross-cultural studies, for example, have revealed that people from 
technologically unsophisticated societies who live in relatively small communities rarely 
reason beyond stage 3 on Kohlberg’s scale and often justify their decisions at the level of 
stage 1 or 2 (Edwards, 1982; Harkness, Edwards, & Super, 1981). Moreover, Gilligan 
(1982) found that women have a unique moral sequence, emphasizing care, 
responsibility, and a concern for others. She asserted that it is incorrect to assess 
women’s level of moral reasoning through criteria suited for men. Thus, Walker et al., 
conclude, “it is likely that the Kohlbergian approach, because of its a priori definition of 
morality, has unnecessarily constricted our view of moral functioning” (1995, p. 374).
The parental role assumes only marginal significance in the moral socialization 
process according to cognitive-developmental theory. Indeed, Kohlberg saw parents as 
simply one additional agent amidst numerous agents that influence the course of a child’s 
development (Windmiller, Lambert, & Turiel, 1980). Additionally, although Piaget 
stated that parents are important in early moral development, he focused primarily on the 
role of peers as socializing agents. In fact, Piaget believed it is peers who ultimately 
bring the child’s development to a higher level. That is, through peer relations the child 
comes to form relationships based on mutual respect rather than on deference to parental 
authority. Piaget claimed that one is capable of making independent decisions about 
morality only after one understands the reciprocity involved in human relationships 
(Piaget, 1932).
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The issue of parental versus peer influence on the development of morality has 
been salient throughout much of the moral socialization research. Dorr and Fey (1974), 
for example, examined the symbolic power of parents and peers in children’s moral 
choice behavior. They administered twenty videotaped moral judgment stories to 99 
children (ages 5-11). Ten of the stories were responded to by models and ten were 
alternately responded to by the participants. Additionally, in half of the model situations, 
the model was an adult and in the other half the model was a peer. Results indicated that 
children were significantly more likely to model adult responses than peer responses. 
While this finding supported some previous research (Bandura & Kupers, 1964), it has 
opposed others (O’Connor, 1967). Thus, the extent to which parents and peers 
influence moral decisions is still unclear.
In sum, the cognitive-developmental approach to moral behavior focuses on an 
individual’s way of cognitively organizing events, which is a function of his or her 
developmental level. Individuals pass through developmental levels in an invariant 
sequence that is common to individuals universally. Furthermore, an individual’s 
cognitive organization or representation of the environment determines the type and 
content of information to be extracted from the environment in making moral decisions. 
Therefore, although the environment influences moral behavior, it is first mediated by the 
individual’s cognitive structures. Additionally, peers are seen as the primary agents of 
socialization. Although parents play an initial role, it is only through peer interaction that 
children begin to understand the concepts of reciprocity and empathy, both of which are 
necessary for the development of moral reasoning. Research examining the differential
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effects of parents and peers on moral behavior, however, has produced contradictory 
findings.
Comparisons between the Social Learning and Cognitive Theories
The most significant difference between social learning and cognitive- 
developmental theories of moral development is the way in which morality is 
operationalized. That is, cognitive-developmental researchers examine moral judgments 
and reasoning, but social learning researchers investigate moral behavior. Although 
cognitive-developmental theorists claim that moral reasoning and behavior are highly 
correlated, social learning theorists challenge this claim (Berk, 1993; Rothman, 1985). 
Indeed, they claim the assumption that moral reasoning and behavior are highly 
correlated is an “intellectualist fantasy” that has hindered rather than helped our 
understanding of the socialization process (Hogan, 1976).
A second major discrepancy between the theories is that cognitive-developmental 
theory focuses heavily on the individual in contrast to social learning theory, which 
focuses on the effects of the environment. That is, the former focuses on the internal 
capabilities of the individual and the latter on the external forces that control or shape 
that individual. Similarly, social learning theory assumes an individual’s interaction with 
the environment is direct, but cognitive-developmental theory believes that external 
factors are mediated by an individual’s cognitive structures. As Cohn and White explain, 
“Each approach assumes its own kind of person-environment interaction, which, in each 
case is essential to the theory and is defined in theoretical terms” (1986, p. 198).
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Finally, discrepancies exist regarding the age at which morality is acquired and 
the primary individuals who are thought responsible for the socializing process. Social 
learning theory assumes that the child’s basic moral system is formed early in life and 
that parents are the primary agents in teaching moral behavior. Cognitive-developmental 
theorists, in contrast, believe that morals continue to grow and develop over the lifetime 
and focus on peers as the primary agents of moral socialization.
The nature of the differences between social learning and cognitive theories of 
moral socialization described above suggest that both approaches are necessary for a 
complete understanding of the socialization process. That is, social learning theorists 
assume underlying processes but do not measure them. Rather, they measure behavior 
as indicators of moral development. Cognitive-developmental theorists assess mental 
processes, but rarely determine how they translate into behavior. A comprehensive 
understanding of an individual’s level of moral development must consider both mental 
processes and behavioral outcomes. Thus, both approaches to moral development are 
essential. This position is reflected in recent work by researchers from various 
theoretical backgrounds (Burton, 1984; Cohn & White, 1986; Hoffman, 1985). They 
assert that each theory makes necessary contributions to our understanding of moral 
socialization and that when considered in isolation, each is insufficient to explain many 
empirical findings as well as anecdotal experiences. Burton (1984), for example, claimed 
that when a child is young or at a low level of cognitive development, moral behaviors 
are acquired through reward and punishment, as suggested by social learning theory. As
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a child’s cognitive development increases, however, adults can rely on moral reasoning 
techniques to instill moral behavior in children.
As Burton (1984) and other researchers have suggested, principles associated 
with a variety of theoretical approaches must be employed in discussing or understanding 
the moral socialization processes within any given culture. Although different 
approaches are rarely found within a single study, contemporary researchers draw upon 
information from social learning theory as well as cognitive-developmental theory in 
order to gain a more comprehensive understanding of that culture.
Moral Socialization Research in the Former Soviet Union
The current thesis was conducted in the former Soviet Union. Although the 
country was selected because of personal interest and familiarity with the language and 
people, the long history and breadth of moral research previously conducted in this 
country make it an interesting and exceptional choice. For example, moral socialization 
research began in the 1960’s as part of a multicultural investigation (Bronfenbrenner, 
1967). Additionally, moral research in the Soviet Union has been conducted from both 
cognitive-developmental and social learning approaches. Perhaps more importantly, 
however, is that this historical research, coupled with Russia’s recent social and political 
upheaval, make this country an important site for examining key socialization issues.
That is, if peers and parents are the primary agents of socialization, as suggested by both 
social learning and cognitive developmental theories, then cultural change should not 
alter the socialization process. The large changes in social institutions, then should not 
be reflected in children’s responses.
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Bronfenbrenner (1967) employed both cognitive-developmental and social 
learning theory techniques to investigate moral socialization in the former Soviet Union. 
That is, consistent with the cognitive-developmental tradition, he examined moral 
judgments rather than moral behaviors. Similar to social learning tradition, however, 
Bronfenbrenner also investigated the differential impact of peers versus parents. More 
specifically, he examined the presumed impact of socialization transmitters (i.e., peers 
and parents) on Russian children by assessing children’s responses to moral dilemmas 
when led to believe that peers or parents would see individual responses. In previous 
observations in the Soviet Union, Bronfenbrenner noted that, “an explicit effort is made 
to utilize the peer group as an agent for socializing the child and bringing about an 
identification with the values of the adult society” (1967, p. 200). Bronfenbrenner 
predicted, therefore, that Russian peers would influence one another to behave in a 
socially appropriate manner. To investigate this question, Bronfenbrenner presented 
fifth-grade students with three different sets of hypothetical moral dilemmas and 
informed them that either, a) only the investigators would see the responses, b) the 
students’ peers would see individual responses, or c) the students’ parents would be 
shown individual responses. Bronfenbrenner’s hypothesis was confirmed. He found that 
in the all three conditions children responded in socially appropriate ways. That is, even 
when children believed that only their peers would see their answers, they still gave 
socially appropriate responses. This sharply contrasted findings from the U.S. 
comparison group. Although American children in the parent condition continued to 
produce socially appropriate responses from children, the peer condition elicited
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antisocial responses (Bronfenbrenner, 1967). Bronfenbrenner concluded that in the 
former Soviet Union, “the power of the peer group was harnessed by the adult society 
for the furtherance of its own values and objectives” (1967, p. 206). This conclusion 
must be interpreted with caution, however, for several reasons. First, this conclusion 
was based on non-significant findings. That is, although Bronfenbrenner found 
significant differences when comparing Russian and American children’s shift in 
responses between the parent and peer conditions, no significance was found for 
differences between parent and peer conditions within the Russian population. Thus, the 
“power of the peer group” may have been harnessed, or Russian children may simply 
have behaved in more socially appropriate ways. Second, Bronfenbrenner did not assess 
moral behavior, but rather moral judgments. As previously discussed, a direct 
connection between reasoning and behavior has never been established, disallowing 
conclusions from one type of study to be generalized to the other. Bronfenbrenner’s 
claims about Russian children’s moral behavior, then, may have been unjustified based on 
the cognitive-developmental methods employed in his study.
Bronfenbrenner’s conclusions have been more recently corroborated, however, 
through research conducted from a social learning perspective. A study conducted by 
Subbotski (1985) assessed the impact of peers and adults on the moral behavior of 
Russian children. Participants, aged three to seven, were asked to perform a task either 
in the presence of a peer or an adult, both of whom were preoccupied with other 
activities. Children were offered an award for successfully completing a task which 
involved moving ping-pong balls with a special shovel from one jar to another without
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touching the balls by hand. Moral behavior was defined as completing the task without 
cheating (i.e., touching the balls, lying to the researcher about successfully completing 
the task). Subbotski found that all children were more likely to display moral behavior in 
the presence of an adult than in the presence of a peer. Furthermore, age was a 
significant factor in the likelihood of displaying moral behavior in the presence of a peer. 
That is, peer presence failed to influence the behavior of younger children, but did have a 
significant impact on the behavior of older children, indicating “an age-related 
progression in the influence of peers on children’s pragmatic moral behavior” (p. 95). 
These findings suggest that peers continued to promote socially appropriate conduct in 
Russian children into the 1980’s. Since this time, however, additional research on 
Russian moral socialization practices has not been conducted. In light of the dramatic 
changes occurring in the Russian society since the time of Bronfenbrenner’s and 
Subbotski’s research, previous findings may not accurately reflect contemporary 
socialization practices.
The past two decades have witnessed unprecedented change in Russia and the 
former Soviet Union. The perestroika and glasnost reforms of 1985 created an 
atmosphere of openness and independence virtually nonexistent in previous years. For 
the first time Russians were allowed to express openly opinions that deviated from 
political ideology. Although Russian citizens have gained obvious benefits, the reforms 
have also created an atmosphere of chaos and confusion within Russian society.
Virtually every realm of life, including the religious, social, political, and economic, has 
undergone colossal change -- changes that have left some Russian citizens struggling to
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survive. Although statistics of a sensitive nature were never released during the 
communist years, thus precluding any direct comparisons between the communist and 
current eras, living conditions have noticeably declined in recent years. According to 
one source, for example, at the end of 1992, 11% of Russia’s population fell under the 
poverty line (more than 16 million people), and as many as 50% of the people had 
incomes below the subsistence level (White, Pravda, & Gittelman, 1994). The health 
care system has begun to deteriorate as well. A recent Russian newspaper reported that 
42% of the hospitals lack hot water, 12% have no water at all, and 18% have no sewage 
system (White, Pravda, & Gitelman, 1994).
The moral realm of Russian life is also undergoing drastic changes. In a nation 
. where moral thought and behavior were once dictated by ideology and brute force, 
citizens are now left to develop their own definitions of acceptable and aberrant 
behavior. Moreover, in the absence of a strong and cohesive system of law enforcement, 
crime has increased dramatically. In 1992, for example, assaults and robberies went up 
60% and premeditated murder increased 40%. Additionally, there are an estimated 1.5 
million drug addicts in Russia and prostitution has drastically increased (White, Pravda,
& Gitelman, 1994).
In addition to the chaos resulting from new and sometimes inadequate domestic 
policies, Russian society is being bombarded by western influences. Once hidden behind 
the iron gates of communism, Russia is now flooded with western products, television 
programs, movies, advertisements, and commercial industries. Indeed, today it is
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virtually impossible to walk one block in a Russian city without being bombarded by 
western products and influences.
Given the myriad forces that have penetrated and overwhelmed Russian society, 
an important question to ask is how these factors might have changed the moral choices 
expressed by the society’s children. The present research, then, utilized 
Bronfenbrenner’s (1967) design to assess Russian children’s moral judgments and the 
influence on those judgments of expected peer and parental knowledge of responses. It 
was hypothesized that the weakening of traditional socializing agents and vehicles (e.g., 
government, political ideology) as well as the introduction of western philosophies 
created socialization practices more closely aligned with those previously found in 
western countries. That is, perceptions of parental knowledge of responses will continue 
to encourage adult-approved responses in Russian children. Perceptions of peer 
knowledge of responses, in contrast, will have the opposite effect. That is, when led to 
believe peers will see responses, Russian children will provide fewer parent-approved 
responses. Furthermore, also consistent with previous findings in western countries, it is 
hypothesized that girls will be more likely to respond in a parent-approved manner than 
boys.
Although Bronfenbrenner’s original design and procedure were closely followed, 
a few conceptual changes were made solely for purposes of discussion. It is important to 
note that the conceptual modifications did not in any way alter the original methodology. 
First, the terms socially appropriate and socially inappropriate were replaced with adult- 
approved and peer-approved, respectively. Close examination of the dilemmas revealed
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that the original terminology was misleading. That is, several of the dilemmas described 
behaviors that were approved by parents, but that were not necessarily socially 
appropriate. For example, one dilemma described a situation in which a child wanted to 
wear a hat that his/her parents disliked but that the child’s peers considered fashionable. 
If the child decided to wear the hat, the decision would go against the wishes of the 
parent but could hardly be considered socially inappropriate. The terms adult approved 
and peer approved, then, more accurately describe the dilemmas employed in this study. 
Second, as previously mentioned, Bronfenbrenner consistently discussed the study and 
its findings in behavioral terms even though participants were assessed only on moral 
reasoning and decision-making. The present paper, however, uses terminology 
consistent with the methodology employed.
Method
Participants
Forty-eight fifth graders (29 females, 18 males) from a public school in St. 
Petersburg, Russia, participated in the present study. A fifth-grade population was 
chosen to facilitate comparisons with Bronfenbrenner’s (1967) study that also used fifth 
graders. Additionally, the Russian school system places children within each grade into 
one of four levels according to intellectual ability. Children in the highest and lowest 
levels participated in this study.
Stimulus Materials
Three sets of 12 hypothetical moral dilemmas were used in this study (see 
Appendix A). A different set was used for each of the three experimental conditions.
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Participants responded to the dilemmas by checking one of six response alternatives 
according to their degree of willingness to engage in the stated activity. The 
hypothetical dilemmas used in this study were nearly identical to the ones used in 
Bronfenbrenner’s (1967) research. The content of the dilemmas was mild in nature and 
included situations such as whether a child would lie about his or her age at a movie 
theater in order to receive a cheaper ticket. Slight modifications from the original 
versions were made in two of the dilemmas to make them more appropriate for Russian 
children in the 1990s. Care was taken to ensure that the essence of the dilemmas was as 
close to the original as possible. For example, Bronfenbrenner created a hypothetical 
situation that involved a Halloween prank. Because Russians do not celebrate 
Halloween, the dilemma was modified to simply describe a child’s prank, with no 
reference to the day. The exact wording of the original and modified dilemmas are 
presented in Appendix B.
All stimulus materials were translated and back-translated by professional 
translators. This technique, originally suggested by Werner and Campbell (1970), is 
encouraged by cross-cultural researchers to ensure accurate translations. According to 
the suggested procedures, a Russian/English bilingual translated the original materials 
from English to Russian. A second bilingual then blindly translated the materials back 
into the English language. Discrepancies between the original and back-translated 
versions of the stimulus materials were then noted and changed appropriately. (Russian 
translation of dilemmas is presented in Appendix C).
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Design and Procedure
Three researchers were present for the administration of this study. Two of the 
researchers were from St. Petersburg State University in Russia; the third was the 
present author, an American researcher from the College of William & Mary fluent in the 
Russian language. Classroom teachers briefly introduced the researchers to the children 
and then sat in the back of the room while the study was being explained to students (all 
communication with the students was in Russian). Teachers left the room entirely once 
the experiment commenced. Researchers began by asking students if they would like to 
participate in a study that would involve answering questions regarding how they would 
behave in certain situations. Children were told they were not obligated to answer the 
questions. No child, however, declined participation. After agreeing to take part, 
children were given general instructions. Children were told to answer the questions 
carefully, to look only at their own papers, and to answer for themselves and not for 
somebody else. Children were also informed that the questions were not a test and there 
were no right or wrong answers.
After general instructions were provided, all children participated in each of three 
separate conditions - researcher, parent, and peer. Conditions are labeled according to 
the presumed audience of the children’s responses. Thus, in the researcher condition, 
children were told their responses would be seen only by the researchers. In the parent 
condition, children were told that their parents would see their responses to each of the 
dilemmas, and in the peer condition, children were told that their responses to each of 
the dilemmas would be seen by the other members of the class. Participants were
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reminded repeatedly of the respective target audiences throughout each of the 
conditions. Moreover, it was emphasized in each condition that no other groups besides 
the target group would see responses.
In each condition, a set of ten hypothetical moral dilemmas was distributed and 
instructions regarding the targeted audience for that condition were provided. Children 
then responded to the dilemmas. After all participants had completed the dilemmas in 
that condition, packets were collected, and another set of dilemmas and instructions 
were provided for the next condition. All procedures were consistent across conditions, 
except for instructions regarding the target audience.
The study was administered during regular school hours in two separate sessions, 
with approximately 20 students in each session. The first session consisted of students in 
the lowest academic level of the fifth grade and the second session consisted of children 
in the highest academic level. Due to the inordinate and unexpected amount of time 
needed to respond to the dilemmas (approximately 3 hours per class), the first class was 
unable to complete all three conditions in one sitting. Students in this group attended 
another class between the second and third conditions. Teachers were able to rearrange 
schedules for the second group, however, to enable these children to complete all three 
conditions at once. The dilemmas were counterbalanced within condition but not within 
class type.
Scoring
Each response was scored on a scale from 1 through 6. Lower scores indicated a 
decision to behave consistently with the wishes of peers, and higher scores indicated a
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decision to behave consistently with the wishes of adults. An average score was then 
computed for every child in each of the three conditions. It should be noted that 
Bronfenbrenner’s original study used a scaling system of -2.5 to +2.5. The 1 through 6 
scoring system was initially used because Bronfenbrenner’s intermediate values could not 
be confirmed.
Design
A 2 x 2 x 3 (Class x Sex x Condition) factorial design with repeated measures on 
the last factor was performed to test the hypotheses. The dependent variable was the 
degree to which children responded in an adult- or peer-oriented manner.
Results
Preliminary analyses included an examination for a cultural response set. A 
cultural response set is defined as “a cultural tendency to respond a certain way on tests 
or response scales” (Matsumoto, 1994, p. 33). Collective (or former collective) 
cultures, for example, may be prone to responding in the middle range of a scale, as this 
type of culture typically discourages any form of extreme behavior or reasoning. This is 
in contrast to individualistic societies (e.g., United States) in which citizens are allowed 
to think, respond, and behave freely. The obtained data, then, may be reflective of a 
response set rather than the underlying experimental manipulation. Consequently, 
frequency distributions and standard deviations were examined before proceeding with 
subsequent analyses. These analyses revealed that responses were broadly distributed 
(average within condition SD = 1.75 on a 6-point scale), reducing the likelihood of a
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cultural response set. Mean scores and standard deviations for all conditions are shown 
in Table 1.
A 2 x 2 x 3 (Class x Sex x Condition) factorial design with repeated measures on 
the last factor was performed to examine the effects of sex and class associated with 
responses in the three conditions. More specifically, it was hypothesized that females 
would respond more consistently with the wishes of adults than males. A repeated 
measures analysis of variance produced only a marginally significant effect for gender, F 
(1, 43) = 3.95, MSE = 6.01, p = .053, with girls giving more adult-approved responses 
(M = 4.07) than boys (M = 3.64). There was no main effect for class, F (1, 43) = 0.01, 
MSE = .02, p = .91, and no interaction effect. Additionally, there was a main effect 
within-subjects for condition, F (2, 86) = 12.71, MSE = 2.89, p < .01.
Dependent-sample t tests were conducted to examine the condition effect 
produced by the repeated measures analysis of variance. Dependent-sample t tests were 
conducted between all possible pairings of the three conditions (researcher & peer; 
researcher & parent; peer & parent) to examine differences in responses between the 
various conditions. In all of the tests, the alpha level was adjusted to avoid inflating 
experimentwise error. That is, in order to maintain a critical value of .05, a Bonferroni 
correction was made by dividing .05 by the total number of planned comparisons 
(Maxwell & Delaney, 1990). The resultant critical value was .016. It was hypothesized 
that Russian children would respond according to adult-urged behavior more strongly 
when they believed their parents would see answers than when they believed their peers 
would see responses. A dependent-sample t test on mean responses in the researcher
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and parent condition revealed that when children believed parents would see individual
\
responses, they did answer in a more adult-approved manner (M = 4.11) than when 
children believed only researchers would see responses (M = 3.64), t (46) = 4.32, p <
.01. Similarly, a dependent-sample t test on mean responses in the researcher and peer 
condition revealed that when children believed friends would see individual responses, 
they answered in a more adult-approved manner (M = 3.97) than when children believed 
only researchers would see responses (M = 3.64), t (46) = 3.74, p < .01. This finding 
contradicted the hypothesis that peers would influence children to respond in ways 
consistent with the wishes of peers. Finally, a dependent sample t test on mean 
responses in the parent and peer condition failed to confirm hypotheses by producing no 
significant difference, t (46) = 1.41, p = .17. Mean scores indicated that children 
responded in an equally adult-approved manner in both the parent and peer conditions. 
Comparisons between Bronfenbrenner’s and Current Findings and Procedures
Although Bronfenbrenner used a different scaling system (i.e., -2.5 through 
+2.5), the intervals between scores for each item and the range between minimum and 
maximum scores for all items are assumed to be consistent with the scaling system used 
in the present study. However, it must be reiterated that despite attempts to confirm 
Bronfenbrenner’s procedures, the current author was unable to do so. Thus, conversion 
was based on the most logical assumption of the scaling system employed by 
Bronfenbrenner.
The conversion to Bronfenbrenner’s scaling system revealed large discrepancies 
between responses provided in Bronfenbrenner’s study and responses in the present
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study. That is, although a similar pattern was observed (i.e., more adult-approved 
responses in the parent, peer, and researcher conditions, respectively) there was a 
dramatic overall shift away from responses indicating conformity to adult-urged 
behavior. Although standard deviations from Bronfenbrenner’s study were unavailable, 
thus precluding statistical comparisons, mean scores revealed a remarkable shift in 
responses. In the researcher condition, Bronfenbrenner obtained a mean score of 12.54 
while the present study obtained a mean score of 0.14. Additionally, in the peer 
condition, Bronfenbrenner obtained a mean score of 13.18 and the present study 
revealed a mean score of 0.47. Finally, in the parent condition, Bronfenbrenner received 
a mean score of 14.21, and the present study showed a mean score of 0.61. Thus, 
although Russian children are still responding in an adult-approved manner, there has 
been a clear shift away from such responses since the 1960s, to a level that is lower than 
that reported by Bronfenbrenner for American children.
Discussion
Analyses supported the hypothesis that children in the parent condition would 
respond in an adult-approved manner (compared to the researcher condition, at least). 
This finding was not surprising for several reasons. First, Bronfenbrenner obtained a 
similar result in his 1967 study. Thus, the parental role has traditionally influenced 
children to respond in an adult-approved manner. Second, Russian parents still exert a 
strong influence on children today. Numerous observations made by the researcher 
while in Russia suggest that Russian parents still have considerable control over their 
children’s behavior. For example, Russian parents were extremely involved in their
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children’s academic performance and obedience to parental authority was highly valued. 
Thus, it is not surprising that the parental role has continued to be a prominent 
socializing agent. Third, this result is consistent with previous findings in other countries. 
Devereux, Bronfenbrenner, and Suci (1962), for example, found that children in western 
countries also tend to respond in an adult-urged manner when led to believe parents 
would see responses. Thus, a universal trend seems to exist, and Russian children’s 
responses were consistent with this trend.
Analyses failed to support the hypothesis that in the peer condition children 
would respond in a peer-approved manner. Instead, results indicated that when led to 
believe that peers would see results, children still provided responses consistent with the 
wishes of adults. This finding, consistent with Bronfenbrenner’s (1967) results, 
suggested that the peer role has retained its ability to promote adult-urged behavior.
This finding was inconsistent, however, with the researcher’s numerous observations.
As an instructor in a Russian school, ample opportunity was available to witness the 
daily activities and interactions of Russian children. Additionally, regular observations 
were made in two other schools in the St. Petersburg area. It was noted, for example, 
that in the absence of adults children were constantly encouraging their peers to engage 
in deviant acts such as ridiculing other students or playing forbidden games. Although 
caution must be taken because these were not systematic observations, they do enable 
unique insight into the obtained findings.
These observations suggested at least two alternative explanations to the 
obtained result. First, because only one school was used in the sample, perhaps the
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target school simply was not indicative of Russian children’s reasoning in general. That 
is, perhaps the limited sample was not representative of the population at large. Second, 
and more likely, however, children’s responses were not consistent with their actual 
behavior. This suggestion is consistent with social learning theorists’ contention that 
there is no proven relationship between moral reasoning and moral behavior. I further 
suggest that in collective cultures the relationship between reasoning and behavior may 
be even less direct than in individualistic societies. That is, when there is an explicit 
expectation regarding appropriate and inappropriate behavior, which is typically true in 
collective cultures, children know how they should respond and feel pressure to do so 
even if it is not consistent with their actual behaviors. Individualistic societies, in 
contrast, tend to encourage independent thinking and behavior. Consequently, children 
of individualistic societies may feel less pressure to answer according to the wishes of 
adults, thereby responding in ways more consistent with their actual behavior. The 
Russian school system’s traditional emphasis on moral development lends further 
support to this speculation. Bronfenbrenner (1970), for example, noted, “Probably the 
most important difference between Soviet and American schools is the emphasis placed 
in the former not only on subject matter, but equally on vospitcmie, a term...which might 
best be translated as ‘upbringing’ or ‘character education’” (p. 26). Moreover, a classic 
manual prepared by the Russian Academy of Pedagogical Sciences describes a “model 
program of upbringing” to be used in Russian schools. This manual provides numerous 
specific activities designed to develop and cultivate desirable characteristics in Russian 
children (Boldyrev, 1960). Expectations regarding appropriate behavior, therefore, are
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well established and understood. Additionally, in a recent presentation on the 
psychology of post-Soviet citizens, Bondarovskaia discussed a tradition of “double 
morality” (1996). She explained that Russians possess two distinct notions of moral 
behavior and reasoning. The first is commonly employed in public or social situations 
and is consistent with and used to perpetuate the communist ideology. The second 
morality is the actual everyday moral behaviors and attitudes displayed by Russians and, 
thus, more accurately represents Russians’ true sense of morality. When responding to 
the dilemmas presented in this study, then, Russian children may have answered 
according to established expectations of appropriate behavior rather than according to 
how they would actually behave.
A comparison of current results with those of Bronfenbrenner sheds further light 
on the obtained findings. This comparison revealed that although Russian children 
continued to respond in an adult-approved manner, the strength with which they did so 
lessened dramatically. As noted earlier, Russian children in the present study responded 
in less parentally-approved ways than American children did in Bronfenbrenner’s original 
study. Perhaps, then, as previously suggested, the disintegration of the communist 
system and the introduction of reforms that encourage independent thinking and 
articulation of ideas have, in fact, begun to penetrate the Russian mentality, but at a 
slower or less extreme level than predicted. It is unclear, however, and cannot be 
ascertained from the present research whether Russian children’s behavior and attitudes 
actually changed, or, as previously discussed, they simply provided more accurate 
responses. It is likely that both factors contributed to the observed shift. Furthermore,
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no comparable research has been conducted with American children to assess changes in 
their responses since the 1960s. It is possible that a move away from parentally- 
approved responses is not unique to Russian society.
These data also suggested that socializing agents other than peers and parents 
have exerted considerable influence over Russian children. That is, the data revealed a 
large shift in peer and parental influences on responses since the 1960s even thought 
there is no reason to believe that the physical nature of parent/peer - child relationships 
have actually changed. Other agents, then, must have been operating to create such a 
shift. It is proposed that political ideology is functioning as a socializing agent itself, or 
as a mediating variable between children and their perceptions and attitudes toward the 
peer and parental roles. Because the communist ideology clearly outlined what is 
acceptable behavior through such mediums as school, media, and even recreational 
activities, it is possible that its collapse resulted in confusion or even a change in 
children’s notion of moral and immoral behavior. It is also possible, however, that 
political ideology served as a mediating variable by modifying the degree to which 
children are influenced by peers and parents. That is, the peer and parental roles are no 
longer as threatening to children as they were during the communist era. Children in the 
peer and parent conditions, then, may have been less intimidated and, thus, gave more 
accurate responses, yielding the observed shift.
An internal analysis of the dilemmas was also conducted to further refine and 
inform the obtained findings. Discrete categories emerged when the content of each of 
the dilemmas was examined across all conditions. For example, six of the dilemmas
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asked children whether they would name peers who were involved in an illegal or 
immoral activity. The mean score for these dilemmas across all conditions was only
2.90, indicating that children responded in a peer-urged (i.e., not giving names) manner.
\
This extremely low score may reflect the strong sense of community or collective 
traditionally encouraged among peers. Additionally, three of the dilemmas asked 
children whether they would participate in a behavior that would make them “stand out” 
from most children (e.g., wearing a sweater backwards if it was fashionable, talking in a 
“special way”). Across all three conditions, the “standing out” dilemmas produced a 
mean score of 4.82, indicating that children tended to respond in an adult-approved (i.e., 
not standing out) manner. This finding lends further support to the notion that children 
were adhering to a “collective” type of mentality. Although the analyses based on 
dilemma content do not negate overall findings because each dilemma type was found in 
all three conditions, they do suggest that it is imperative to take a more detailed look at 
the content of any questionnaire. Close examination of individual items can not only 
further inform research findings, but may also reveal underlying meaning that is often 
obscured by traditional analytic techniques.
Finally, the hypothesis that girls would respond in more of an adult- 
approved manner than boys was marginally supported. Again, this finding was not 
surprising as Russian girls have historically given more adult-approved responses than 
boys, and this pattern seems to exist in western countries as well (Bronfenbrenner,
1967). Furthermore, it is predicted that with sufficient sample sizes this finding would be 
statistically significant.
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In sum, the present study suggested that both peer and parental roles encourage 
Russian children to make moral decisions consistent with the wishes of adults. These 
results support findings from previous research in the Soviet Union (Bronfenbrenner, 
1967; Subbotski, 1985). On the other hand, the data further revealed a dramatic shift 
away from parentally-approved responses since the 1960s. This shift may have been the 
result of actual behavioral and attitudinal changes or simply a willingness to provide 
more accurate responses. Political ideology was proposed to be one of the socializing 
agents responsible for the observed change, although many factors have undoubtedly 
contributed. It is recommended that future research incorporate both behavioral as well 
as cognitive assessments into the research design and that non traditional agents, such as 
political ideology, be considered. Furthermore, a content analysis of questionnaire items 
should be included in analyses to discover meaning masked by the overall scales 
further inform research results.
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Table 1
Mean Scores for Three Conditions
Gender
Class
n
Class 1 
(14)
Female
Class 2 
(15)
Male 
Class 1 
(10)
Class 2 
(08)
Researcher condition
M 3.86 3.76 3.48 3.22
SD 0.94 0.69 0.91 0.47
Parent condition
M 4.27 4.24 3.63 4.19
SD 0.91 0.68 0.93 0.73
Peer condition
M 4.21 4.10 3.65 3.72
SD 0.98 0.69 0.93 0.56
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Moral Dilemmas
Moral Judgments 4
The N ice  H at
You have  found  a h a t  t h a t  th e  k id s  you 30  a round  w i th  t h i n k  i s  
r e a l  n i c e .  Your p a r e n t s  h a v e n ' t  s a i d  you c o u l d n ' t  w ear i t ,  b u t  you 
can  s e e  th e y  would l i k e  i t  b e t t e r  i f  you s to p p e d  w e a r in g  i t .  Your 
f r i e n d s  w ant you to  keep w ea r in g  th e  n i c e  h a t .  What would you 
r e a l l y  do?
STOP WEARING I I
a b s o l u t e l y  f a i r l y  
c e r t a i n  c e r t a i n
I  guess  
3 0
PLEASE MY FRIENDS
I  guess  
so
f a i r l y  a b s o l u t e l y  
c e r t a i n  c e r t a i n
PLEASE do not turn the page u n t il  told to do s o .
E- 7633
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The H a lf -F a re  T ic k e t
You a re  going  to the movies w ith  a bunch o f  your f r i e n d s .  P r ic e s  a re  
cheaper fo r  c h i ld r e n  under tw e lv e .  Some o f  the  k id s  a re  a l i t t l e  over twelve 
and  some u n d e r .  Somebody s a y s :  " L e t ' s  a l l  say  w e 'r e  under tw elve  and g e t  the 
ch eap e r  t i c k e t s . "  What would you r e a l l y  do?
Would you t e l l  a l l  the  k id s  th e y  shou ld  g iv e  t h e i r  r e a l  a g e s ,  o r  would you 
le a v e  i t  up to  each  oae to  do what he wants?
LET EACH ONE DO 
WHAT HE WANTS
a b s o l u t e l y  f a i r l y  I  guess  
c e r t a i n  c e r t a i n  so
TELL THEM TO GIVE 
THEIR REAL AGES
I guess  
so
f a i r l y  a b s o l u t e l y  
c e r t a i n  c e r t a i n
Suppose a l l  your f r i e n d s  d e c id e  to  say th e y  a re  u n d e r  12. You j u s t  had 
your t w e l f t h  b i r t h d a y  a coup le  o f  days ago . What would you r e a l l y  do?
GO ALONG WITH THE 
REST OF MY FRIENDS
a b s o l u t e l y  f a i r l y  I  guess  
c e r t a i n  c e r t a i n  so
REFUSE TO GO ALONG WITH 
THE REST OF MY FRIENDS
I guess  f a i r l y  a b s o l u t e l y
so c e r t a i n  c e r t a i n
You a r e  th e  l a s t  one to  g e t  your t i c k e t .  The r e s t  o f  th e  k id s  have a l r e a d
gone in  when th e  t i c k e t  t a k e r  s to p s  you. He a sk s  you w h e th e r  you a re  over
tw e lv e .  A f te r  you answ er, he s a y s :  "Some o f  th e  r e s t  o f  your crowd looked
over tw e lve  to  m e." He a sk s  which o f  th e  k id s  who went in  a r e  over tw elve
What would you r e a l l y  do?
TELL HIM WHICH 
ONES ARE OVER 12
a b s o l u t e l y  f a i r l y  I  guess 
c e r t a i n  c e r t a i n  so
NOT TELL HIM
I  guess  
so
f a i r l y  a b s o l u t e l y  
c e r t a i n  c e r t a i n
PLEASE DO NOT TURN THE PAGE UNTIL TOLD TO DO SO,
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The Que e r  JCid
While you a re  on v a c a t io n  you a re  s t a y i n g  near  a b ig  p lay g ro u n d . You've 
made f r i e n d s  w ith  some o f  the  k id s  and a re  hav ing  l o t s  o f  fun . W hile p la y in g  
you n o t i c e  a q u e e r - lo o k in g  k id  your own age s ta n d in g  around w a tch in g  you. He 
seems to  want to j o i n  i n .  When you ask  the  o th e r  k id s  about him th e y  s a y ,  " H e 's  
no f u n .” What would you r e a l l y  do i n  t h i s  s i t u a t i o n ?
TELL MY FRIENDS I  
WON'T PLAY UNLESS 
THIS KID IS INCLUDED
GO ON PLAYING WITH 
THE REST OF MY FRIENDS
a b s o l u t e l y  f a i r l y  
c e r t a i n  c e r t a i n
I guess  : :  £ g u ess  
so : :  so
f a i r l y  a b s o l u t e l y  
c e r t a i n  c e r t a i n
PLEASE DO NOT TURN THE PAGE UNTIL TOLD TO DO SO.
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The R ainy  A f te rn o o n
I t ' s  a r a in y  a f t e r n o o n  and you have s t a r t e d  re a d in g  a good book ab o u t  a 
s u b je c t  you a re  q u i t e  i n t e r e s t e d  i n .  You a re  j u s t  i n  the  m idd le  o f  i t  when 
the phone r i n g s .  I t ' s  a bunch o f  your f r i e n d s  who have g o t t e n  to g e th e r  a t  
somebody e l s e ' s  h o u se .  T h e y 're  j u s t  s i t t i n g  a round t a l k i n g  and want you to  
come o v e r .  What would you r e a l l y  do?
GO JOIN MY FRIENDS KEEP ON READING
a b s o l u t e l y  f a i r l y  I  g u ess
c e r t a i n  c e r t a i n  so
I  g u ess  
so
f a i r l y  a b s o l u t e l y  
c e r t a i n  c e r t a i n
PLEASE DO NOT TURN THE PAGE UNTIL TOLD TO DO SO.
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You and you r f r i e n d s  a c c i d e n t a l l y  f i n d  a  s h e e t  o f  p a p e r  which th e  
t e a c h e r  must have l o s t .  On t h i s  s h e e t  a r e  th e  q u e s t io n s  and answ ers  
f o r  a q u iz  t h a t  you a re  go ing  t o  have  tomorrow. Some o f  th e  k id s  su g ­
g e s t  t h a t  you n o t  say  a n th in g  to  t h e  t e a c h e r  ab o u t i t ,  so t h a t  a l l  o f 
you can  g e t  b e t t e r  m arks . What would you r e a l l y  do?
TELL THEM THEY HAVE TO 
TELL THE TEACHER ABOUT IT
a b s o l u t e l y  f a i r l y  I  guess  
c e r t a i n  c e r t a i n  so
LET EACH ONE 
DECIDE FOR HIMSELF
I  g u ess  
so
f a i r l y  a b s o l u t e l y  
c e r t a i n  c e r t a i n
Suppose yo u r  f r i e n d s  d e c id e  t o  go a h e a d .  Would you go a lo n g  w i th  them , 
o r  r e f u s e ?
REFUSE TO GO ALONG 
WITH MY FRIENDS
a b s o l u t e l y  f a i r l y  I  g u ess  
c e r t a i n  c e r t a i n  so
GO ALONG WITH 
MY FRIENDS
I  g u ess  f a i r l y  a b s o l u t e l y
so  c e r t a i n  c e r t a i n
The n e x t  m orning th e  t e a c h e r  sp ea k s  t o  you i n  p r i v a t e .  She a sk s  i f  you
saw th e  l o s t  s h e e t  o f  p a p e r .  A f t e r  you a n sw er ,  she a sk s  you t o  name
th e  k id s  who saw th e  p a p e r .  What would you r e a l l y  do?
NOT
TELL HER THE NAMES : : TELL HER THE NAMES
a b s o l u t e l y  f a i r l y  I  guess
c e r t a i n  c e r t a i n  so
I  g u ess  f a i r l y  a b s o l u t e l y
so  c e r t a i n  c e r t a i n
PLEASE DO NOT TURN THE PAGE UNTIL TOLD TO DO SO.
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The E x c i t i n g  Game
You a r e  p la y in g  an e x c i t i n g  game w i th  some o f  your f r i e n d s  when su dden ly  
y o u  remember t h a t  you s t i l l  have a l i t t l e  homework to do . I f  you s to p  p la y in g  
now you w i l l  have time to  do an e x t r a  good jo b .  I f  you keep  on p la y in g  y o u * l l  
j u s t  b a r e ly  be a b le  to  f i n i s h  i t .  But i f  you s to p  now, y o u ' l l  be d i s a p p o i n t in g  
your f r i e n d s  because  i t  w i l l  b reak  up the  game. What would you r e a l l y  do?
NOT BREAK UP 
THE GAME
BREAK UP 
THE GAME
a b s o l u t e l y  f a i r l y  I  g u ess  
c e r t a i n  c e r t a i n  so
I  guess  
so
f a i r l y  a b s o l u t e l y  
c e r t a i n  c e r t a i n
PLEASE DO NOT TURN THE PAGE UNTIL TOLD TO DO SO.
E-7633
The M ovie
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T h e re 's  a movie p la y in g  downtown t h a t  a l l  the  k id s  th in k  i s  r e a l  good. You 
an d  the r e s t  o f  your f r i e n d s  a re  p la n n in g  to see  i t .  When you m ention  i t  to 
your p a r e n t s ,  t h e y ' r e  n o t  v e ry  happy abou t your s e e in g  t h i s  p a r t i c u l a r  show.
They h a v e n ' t  s a id  you c a n ' t  go, b u t i t ' s  obv ious  t h e y 'd  l i k e  i t  b e t t e r  i f  you 
dLidn' t .  What would you r e a l l y  do?
TELL MY FRIENDS 
I 'D  BETTER NOT GO
a b s o l u t e l y  f a i r l y  I  guess
c e r t a i n  c e r t a i n  so
GO TO THE MOVIE 
WITH MY FRIENDS
I  guess  f a i r l y  a b s o l u t e l y
so c e r t a i n  c e r t a i o
PLEASE DO NOT TURN THE PAGE UNTIL TOLD TO DO SO.
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A new k id  has  r e c e n t l y  jo in e d  yo u r c l a s s .  T h is  k id  i s  s o r t  o f  
s lo p p y ,  and some o f  th e  o th e r s  t e a s e  him a b i t .  One day a f t e r  s c h o o l ,  
as  you a r e  s t a n d in g  a round  w i th  some o f y o u r  f r i e n d s ,  th e  new k id  comes 
a lo n g .  Someone s a y s ,  "H ere comes you know who -  s lo p p y  as e v e r . "  They 
s t a r t  making re m a rk s .  What would you r e a l l y  do i n  t h i s  s i t u a t i o n ?
GO ALONG WITH 
MY FRIENDS
TELL MY FRIENDS 
I 'L L  LEAVE IF  THEY 
DON'T STOP
a b s o l u t e l y  f a i r l y  
c e r t a i n  c e r t a i n
I  g u ess  
so
I  g u ess  f a i r l y  a b s o l u t e l y  
so  c e r t a i n  c e r t a i n
PLEASE DO NOT TURN THE PAGE UNTIL TOLD TO DO SO.
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The H allow een  P rank
You a re  o u t  w ith  some f r ie n d s  on Halloween n i g h t .  They su g g es t  soap ing  
seme windows. What would you r e a l l y  do in  t h i s  s i t u a t i o n ?
Would you t e l l  your f r i e n d s  not to do i t ,  or l e t  each  one do what he wants?
TELL THEM THEY 
SHOULDN'T DO IT
LET EACH ONE DO 
WHAT HE WANTS
:
a b s o l u t e l y  f a i r l y  I  guess : :  I  guess f a i r l y  a b s o lu t e ly  
c e r t a i n  c e r t a i n  so : :  so c e r t a i n  c e r t a i n
Suppose your f r i e n d s  d ec id ed  to  soap a few windows. What would you 
r e a l l y  do?
GO ALONG WITH 
MY FRIENDS
a b s o l u t e l y  f a i r l y  I  guess  
c e r t a i n  c e r t a i n  so
REFUSE TO GO ALONG 
WITH MY FRIENDS
:
I  guess  f a i r l y  a b s o lu t e ly
so c e r t a i n  c e r t a i n
As you a r e  w a lk in g  home a lo n e ,  a la d y  comes o u t  o f  the  h o u se .  Looking a t  
th e  soap marks on the  b ig  windows o f  h e r  h o u se ,  she a sk s  you i f  you had 
a n y th in g  to  do w i th  i t .  A f te r  you answ er, she th en  a sk s  you fo r  the  
names o f  th e  k id s  who were in v o lv e d .  What would you r e a l l y  do?
NOT
TELL HER THEIR NAMES
a b s o l u t e l y  f a i r l y  I  guess  : 
c e r t a i n  c e r t a i n  so :
TELL HER THEIR NAMES
I  guess  f a i r l y  a b s o lu t e ly
so c e r t a i n  c e r t a i n
PLEASE DO NOT TURN THE PAGE UNTIL TOLD TO DO SO.
The B ackw ards S w e a te r
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One day one o f - your f r i e n d s  whom everybody  l i k e s  came to  sch o o l 
w i th  h i s  sw ea te r  on backw ards . T h is  cau g h t  on, and soon a l l  your f r i e n d s  
a re  w earing  sw ea te rs  th e  same way. They want you to  do i t  to o .  Your 
p a r e n t s  d o n ' t  say  you c a n ' t  do i t ,  bu t  you can see  t h e y 'd  l i k e  i t  b e t t e r  
i f  you d i d n ' t  wear your s w e a te r  backw ards . What* would you r e a l l y  do in  
t h i s  s i t u a t i o n ?
STOP WEARING THE SWEATER 
LIKE MY FRIENDS DO
a b s o l& te ly  f a i r l y  I  g u ess  
c e r t a i n  c e r t a i n  - so
DRESS LIKE MY 
FRIENDS DO
I  guess  
so
f a i r l y
c e r t a i n
a b s o l u t e l y
c e r t a i n
PLEASE DO NOT TURN THE PAGE UNTIL TOLD TO DO SO.
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The C l a s s  P r o j e c t
Each k id  i n  your c l a s s  had to  choose one o f  s e v e r a l  p r o j e c t s  to  work 
on w i th  a few o th e r  k i d s .  When th e  c h o ic e s  were announced, i t  tu rn e d  o u t  
t h a t  most o f  your f r i e n d s  had p ic k ed  a n o th e r  p r o j e c t  t h a t  you were n o t  so 
i n t e r e s t e d  i n ,  and none had p ick ed  th e  one you had chosen . Your f r i e n d s  
w ant you to  sw i tch  over to  t h e i r  p r o j e c t .  The t e a c h e r  s a id  you can  change 
y o u r  ch o ice  i f  you want t o .  What would you r e a l l y  do?
NOT CHANGE TO WORK 
WITH MY FRIENDS
CHANGE TO WORK 
WITH MY FRIENDS
a b s o l u t e l y  f a i r l y  
c e r t a i n  c e r t a i n
I  g u ess  : :  I  g u ess  
so  : :  so
f a i r l y  a b s o l u t e l y  
c e r t a i n  c e r t a i n
PLEASE DO NOT TURN THE PAGE UNTIL TOLD TO DO SO
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The S ic k  F r i e n d
You and the k ids*you  go around w ith  have j u s t  s t a r t e d  a game o f  c a rd s  w i th  
a f r ie n d  who has been s ic k  when someone remembers t h a t  i t  i s  the l a s t  day o f  
the f a i r .  None o f  you has had a chance to see  i t  and i t ' s  supposed to be v e ry  
g o o d .I f  you all leave r i g h t  away th e re  would s t i l l  be time to ge t t h e r e .  The 
s ic k  f r i e n d  w o u ld n ' t  be ab le  to  go, b u t  the  r e s t  o f  your f r ie n d s  a l l  seem to  
be g o in g .  They want you to go w ith  them. What would you r e a l l y  do?
REFUSE TO GO 
WITH MY FRIENDS
a b s o lu t e ly
c e r t a i n
f a i r l y
c e r t a i n
I  guess 
so
GO ALONG WITH 
MY FRIENDS
I  guess  
so
f a i r l y  a b s o l u t e l y  
c e r t a i n  c e r t a i n
PLEASE DO NOT TURN THE PAGE UNTIL TOLD TO DO SO.
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The P o p u la r  F r i e n d
T h e re 's  a new k id  w ho's been going around w ith  you and your f r i e n d s .  This 
k id  i s  l o t s  o f  fun, and everybody l i k e s  him. But a f t e r  your f r ie n d s  were over 
a t  the house the o th e r  day, you r e a l i z e d  your p a r e n t s  d i d n ' t  l i k e  your new 
f r ie n d  too much. They d id n ’ t  say an y th in g  about i t ,  b u t  you can see th e y 'd  
l ik e  i t  b e t t e r  i f  you d i d n ' t  see too much o f  t h i s  k id  in  the  f u tu r e .  What 
would you r e a l l y  do?
KEEP ON GOING AROUND 
WITH THIS FRIEND
STOP SEEING 
THIS FRIEND
a b s o lu t e ly  f a i r l y  
c e r t a i n  c e r t a i n
I  guess : :  I  guess  
so : :  so
f a i r l y  a b s o lu t e ly  
c e r t a i n  c e r t a i n
PLEASE DO NOT TURN THE PAGE UNTIL TOLD TO DO SO.
E-7638
The F r u i t  Tree
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You and some f r ie n d s  a re  o u t  w alk ing  on an abandoned road  when you n o t ic e  
a t r e e  in  the f i e l d  a l l  Laden w ith  r i p e  f r u i t .  There i s  a w e a th e r -b e a te n  s ig n  
say ing  "No T re s p a s s in g " , b u t  no fen c e .  The k id s  su g g es t  t h a t  you a l l  go over 
and e a t  some f r u i t . I t ' s  a k ind  t h a t  you l i k e  very  much. What would you r e a l l y  do
Would you t e l l  them they  s h o u l d n ' t  do i t  o r l e t  each  one do what he wants?
LET EACH ONE DO 
WHAT HE WANTS
a b s o lu te ly  f a i r l y  
c e r t a i n  c e r t a i n
I  guess  
so
TELL THEM THEY 
SHOULDN’ T DO IT
I  guess
so
f a i r l y  a b s o l u t e l y  
c e r t a i n  c e r t a i n
Suppose a l l  your f r i e n d s  v e n t  ahead to  e a t  the  f r u i t .  Would you do i t  
to o ,  o r  would you r e f u s e  to  go a lo n g  w i th  your f r i e n d s ?
REFUSE TO GO ALONG 
WITH MY FRIENDS
a b s o lu t e ly
c e r t a i n
f a i r l y
c e r t a i n
I  guess
so
GO ALONG WITH THE 
REST OF MY FRIENDS
I  guess  f a i r l y  a b s o l u t e l y
so c e r t a i n  c e r t a i n
L a t e r ,  as you a re  w a lk in g  a lo n g  your sh o e la c e  b re a k s  and you s t a y  back to
f i x  i t .  The r e s t  o f  th e  k id s  don ’ t  n o t i c e  and keep on go ing  around a tu rn
so t h a t  you can ’ t  see  them anymore. J u s t  th en  a man comes up beh ind  you.
He asks  i f  you were one o f  th e  k id s  who had gone on h i s  lan d  and had e a te n
some o f  h i s  f r u i t .  A f te r  you answer him, he asks  fo r  th e  names o f  the  k id s
who have gone down the  ro a d .  What would you r e a l l y  do?
NOT : :
TELL HIM THEIR NAMES : :  TELL HIM THEIR NAMES
♦ •• e
•  •  i  •  •  • • ♦ . » ♦ • ♦   • ♦
a b s o lu t e ly  f a i r l y  I  g u ess  : :  I  guess  f a i r l y  a b s o lu t e ly  
c e r t a i n  c e r t a i n  so : :  so c e r t a i n  c e r t a i n
•  •
PLEASE DO NOT TORN THE PAGE UNTIL TOLD TO DO SO.
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The Sumner Camp
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You have a chance to  go to camp th i s  summer. There a re  two p o s s i b i l i t i e s .  
One camp has s p e c ia l  "c lasses  in  th in g s  you a re  e s p e c ia l l y  i n te r e s t e d  in ,  b u t 
some o f  your f r ie n d s  a re  going to a n o th e r camp. Your f r ie n d s  want you to  come 
w ith  them. What would you r e a l l y  do?
GO TO THE CAMP 
WITH MY FRIENDS
a b s o lu t e ly  f a i r l y  
c e r t a i n  c e r t a i n
I  guess  
so
GO TO THE CAMP 
WITH SPECIAL CLASSES
I  guess  
so
f a i r l y  
ce r  t a i n
a b s o l u t e l y
c e r t a i n
PLEASE DO NOT TURN THE PAGE UNTIL TOLD TO DO SO.
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a The F o r e i g n  Kid
In your neighborhood a new fam ily  has moved in .  They a re  from a fo r e ig n  
co un try  and have one c h i ld  who i s  in  your c l a s s  a t  s c h o o l .  This k id  u n d e rs ta n d s  
your language b u t  d o e s n ' t  say  ve ry  much. In  a few days i t ' l l  be Halloween and 
you p lan  to  go t r i c k  and t r e a t i n g  w ith  o th e r  k id s  in  th e  neighborhood. Someone 
asks  i f  you should  take  t h i s  fo r e ig n  k id  a lo n g ,  b u t  most o f  your f r i e n d s  a r e  
a g a in s t  i t .  They say :  "He d o e s n ' t  know w hat i t ' s  a l l  about y e t ;  w e ' l l  ta k e  him 
l a t e r  when he speaks  our language b e t t e r . "  What would you r e a l l y  do i n  t h i s  
s i t u a t i o n ?
REFUSE TO GO ALONG 
WITH MY FRIENDS UNLESS 
THIS KID WAS INCLUDED
GO ALONG WITH THE 
REST OF MY FRIENDS
a b s o l u t e l y  f a i r l y  I  guess  
c e r t a i n  c e r t a i n  so
I  guess 
so
f a i r l y  a b s o l u t e l y  
c e r t a i n  c e r t a i n
PLEASE DO NOT TURN THE PAGE UNTIL TOLD TO DO SO.
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The_ Baby s l  t t e r
You a re  p la y in g  a game w ith  a bunch o f  k id s  in  the  ne ighborhood . One of 
th e  k i d s  s a y s ,  " I  guess  I  w o n 't  be a b le  to p la y  w i th  you because  I  have to 
s t a y  home to w atch  my l i t t l e  b r o th e r  t h i s  a f t e r n o o n . "  You cou ld  go on p la y in g  
w i th  your f r i e n d s  ox s t a y  w ith  t h i s  k id  w h i le  he w atches  h i s  l i t t l e  b r o t h e r .  
What would you r e a l l y  -do?
NOT LEAVE MY FRIENDS STAY WITH THE KID
a b s o l u t e l y  f a i r l y  
c e r t a i n  c e r t a i n
I  g u e ss  : :  I  guess  
so : :  so
f a i r l y  a b s o l u t e l y  
c e r t a i n  c e r t a i n
PLEASE DO NOT TURN THE PAGE UNTIL TOLD TO DO SO.
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The TV Program
T onigh t th e r e  a re  two TV programs showing a t  the  same tim e . One o f  th e se  
i s  a program abou t your f a v o r i t e  hobby. The o th e r  i s  a comedy show t h a t  your 
f r i e n d s  l i k e  v e ry  much. You th in k  i t ' s  O.K. b u t  you d o n ' t  l e a r n  a n y th in g  from 
i t .  Your f r i e n d s  a re  a l l  g e t t i n g  to g e th e r  to see  the  comedy show to n i g h t ,  and 
th ey  want you to  come to o .  But i f  you do , y o u ' l l  m iss  th e  program about your 
hobby. What would you r e a l l y  do?
SEE THE PROGRAM ABOUT 
MY HOBBY
SEE THE PROGRAM WITH 
MY FRIENDS
a b s o l u t e l y  f a i r l y  I  g u e ss  
c e r t a i n  c e r t a i n  so
I  guess  
so
f a i r l y  a b s o l u t e l y  
c e r t a i n  c e r t a i n
PLEASE DO NOT TURN THE PAGE UNTIL TOLD TO DO SO.
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The Old S n e a k e r s
The k id s  t h a t  you go around w ith  a i l  l i k e  to wear o ld  s n e a k e rs  w herever 
th ey  go. Your p a r e n t s  d o n ' t  fo rb id  you to wear s n e a k e r s ,  b u t  i t ’ s obv ious  
th e y 'd  l i k e  i t  b e t t e r  i f  you d i d n ' t .  Your f r i e n d s  want you to keep on w e a r i  
them. What would you r e a l l y  do?
WEAR SNEAKERS LIKE 
MY FRIENDS DO
J
STOP WEARING SNEAKERS 
LIKE MY FRIENDS DO
a b s o l u t e l y  f a i r l y  
c e r t a i n  c e r t a i n
I  guess  
so
I  guess  
so
f a i r l y  a b s o l u t e l y  
c e r t a i n  c e r t a i n
PLEASE DO NOT TURN THE PAGE UNTIL TOLD TO DO SO.
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T h e re 's  a te a c h e r  in  th e  sch o o l t h a t  nobody l i k e s .  Some o f  th e  k id s  you 
go around  w ith  su g g e s t p la y in g  a t r i c k  on th i s  te a c h e r  by h id in g  a v e ry  r e a l -  
lo o k in g  ru b b e r snake in  h e r desk  d ra w er. They want you to  h e lp  by w a tch in g  in  
the h a l l  and g iv in g  a w arn ing  i f  anybody comes. What would you r e a l l y  do?
Would you t e l l  your f r ie n d s  they  s h o u ld n 't  do i t ,  o r l e t  each  one do
what he wants?
LET EACH ONE DO 
WHAT HE WANTS
» « • 
»  •  *
•  •♦ •
•  •  
•  •
•  • 
« ft
*  %
•  « 
•  ft
TELL MY FRIENDS THEY 
SHOULDN'T DO IT
• •  ft
* % •
a b s o l u t e l y  f a i r l y  I guess : :  I  guess f a i r l y  a b s o l u t e l y
c e r t a i n  c e r t a i n so : :  so
•  •
•  •
c e r t a i n  c e r t a i n
Suppose th e  k id s  d e c id e d  to  go ah ead . Would you h e lp  your f r i e n d s  by
w a tc h in g  i n  th e  h a l l  a s  th e y  asked  you to?
’REFUSE TO WOULD HELP
HELP MY FRIENDS
•  •  •
•  •  •
MY FRIENDS 
: : :
a b s o l u t e l y  f a i r l y  I guess : :  I  guess f a i r l y  a b s o l u t e l y
c e r t a i n  c e r t a i n so : :  so c e r t a i n  c e r t a i n
The n e x t  day th e  t e a c h e r  a sk s you i n  p r i v a t e i f you had a n y th in g  to  do
w i th  p u t t i n g  th e  snake  i n  th e draw er A f te r you an sw er ,  th e  t e a c h e r
a s k s  you f o r  th e  names o f  th e  o t h e r  k id s  in v o lv e d .  What would you 
r e a l l y  do?
GIVE HER THE NAMES
NOT
GIVE HER THE NAMES
a b s o l u t e l y  f a i r l y  I  g u ess  : :  I  guess 
c e r t a i n  c e r t a i n  so : :  so
f a i r l y  a b s o l u t e l y  
c e r t a i n  c e r t a i n
PLEASE DO NOT TURN THE PAGE UNTIL TOLD TO DO SO.
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The P e r s o n a l  P r o j e c t
You a r e  making o r  b u i l d i n g  so m e th in g .  J u s t  as you g e t  w ork ing  on
i t ,  some o f  th e  o t h e r  k id s  come by and a sk  you to  do som eth ing  w i th
them. What would you r e a l l y  do?
STICK WITH THE 
PROJECT
a b s o l u t e l y
c e r t a i n
f a i r l y
c e r t a i n
I  g u e ss
80
DO WHAT MY FRIENDS 
WANT TO DO
: i± \___
I  g u ess  
so
f a i r l y
c e r t a i n
a b s o l u t e l y
c e r t a i n
PLEASE DO NOT TURN THE PAGE UNTIL TOLD TO DO SO.
The B roken  Window
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You and y ou r  f r i e n d s  a r e  p la y in g  b a l l  i n  a v a c a n t  l o t  n e x t  t o  a b ig  
b u i l d i n g  when one o f  th e  windows g e t s  b ro k e n .  The k id s  d o n ' t  want to  t e l l  
anyone a b o u t  i t  *so t h a t  : th e y  w o n 't  g e t  i n t o  t r o u b l e .  What would you 
r e a l l y  do?
TRY TO TALK 
THE OTHERS INTO 
REPORTING IT
a b s o l u t e l y  f a i r l y  I  g u e ss  
c e r t a i n  c e r t a i n  so
LET EACH ONE DO 
WHAT HE WANTS
I  g u ess  
so
f a i r l y
c e r t a i n
a b s o l u t e l y
c e r t a i n
Now suppose  a l l  y o u r  f r i e n d s  s t a r t  t o  go and want you to  come w i th  them. 
What w ould you r e a l l y  do?
REFUSE TO
GO WITH THEM : :  GO WITH THEM
a b s o l u t e l y  f a i r l y  I  g u e ss  
c e r t a i n  c e r t a i n  so
I  g u e ss  
so
f a i r l y  a b s o l u t e l y  
c e r t a i n  c e r t a i n
The n e x t  day  th e  s c h o o l  p r i n c i p a l  c a l l s  you i n t o  h i s  o f f i c e .  A f t e r  a s k in g  
a b o u t  y o u r  p a r t  i n  i t ,  he  a s k s  you f o r  t h e  names o f  t h e  k id s  who w ere  
i n v o l v e d .  What w ould  you r e a l l y  do?
TELL HIM THE NAMES
a b s o l u t e l y
c e r t a i n
f a i r l y  I  g u e ss  
c e r t a i n  so
NOT
TELL HIM THE NAMES
I  g u e ss  f a i r l y  a b s o l u t e l y
so  c e r t a i n  c e r t a i n
PLEASE DO NOT TURN THE PAGE UNTIL TOLD TO DO SO.
The C la s s  P i c n i c
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Your c l a s s  had some money l e f t  o v e r  a t  th e  end o f  th e  y e a r  and th e  
t e a c h e r  s a i d  you* c o u ld  use  i t  t o  have a c l a s s  p i c n i c  n e x t  S a tu rd a y .  One 
k id  whom nobody l i k e s  was a b s e n t  t h a t  day and d i d n ' t  h e a r  a b o u t  th e  p i c n i c  
The o t h e r  k id s  s u g g e s t  n o t  s a y in g  a n y th in g  a b o u t i t ,  so t h a t  :t h i s  k id  
w o n ' t  be t h e r e .  What would you r e a l l y  do i n  t h i s  s i t u a t i o n ?
GO ALONG WITH 
THE REST OF THE KIDS
REFUSE TO GO UNLESS 
THIS KID IS  INCLUDED
a b s o l u t e l y  f a i r l y  
n e r t a d n  c e r t a i n
I  g u e ss  : :  1 g u ess  
so  : :  so
f a i r l y  a b s o l u t e l y  
c e r t a i n  c e r t a i n
PLEASE DO NOT TURN THE PAGE UNTIL TOLD TO DO SO.
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The S p e c i a l  Way o f  T a l k in g Moral Judgments 68
The k id s  you go around w i th  have a s p e c i a l  way o f  t a lk in g  t h a t  you l i k e  
v e r y  much, b u t  your p a r e n t s  d o n ’ t  r e a l l y  l i k e  i t .  They h a v e n ' t  fo rb id d e n  you 
to t a l k  t h a t  way, b u t  i t ' s  obv ious t h e y 'd  l i k e  i t  b e t t e r  i f  you d id u * t  do. i t .  
Your f r i e n d s  d o n ' t  see  a n y th in g  wrong w i th  i t  and th in k  i t ' s  a l o t  o f  fun . 
What would you r e a l l y  do?
TALK LIKE MY 
FRIENDS DO
STOP TALKING 
LIKE MY FRIENDS DO
a b s o l u t e l y  f a i r l y  
c e r t a i n  c e r t a i n
I  g u ess  : :  I  guess  
so : j so
f a i r l y  a b s o l u t e l y  
c e r t a i n  c e r t a i n
PLEASE DO NOT TURN THE PAGE UNTIL TOLD TO DO SO.
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Modified Dilemmas
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The Halloween Prank (Bronfenbrenner’s version)
You are out with some friends on Halloween night. They suggest soaping some 
windows. What would you really do in this situation? Would you tell your friends not to 
do it, or let each one do what he wants?
Suppose your friends decided to soap a few windows. What would you really do? 
As you are walking home alone, a lady comes out of the house. Looking at the 
soap marks on the big windows of her house, she asks you if you had anything to do with 
it. After you answer, she then asks you for the names of the kids who were involved. 
What would you really do?
Last Night (modified version for Bronfenbrenner’s Halloween prank)
You are vacationing at a summer camp. Today - is the last night . Your friends 
in your group suggest to not sleep at night, but to engage in hooliganism so that this night 
no one forgets for a long time. What would you do in this situation? Would you tell each 
of your friends that they shouldn’t do it or would you allow each one to decide for 
himself?
The night passes and your friends proceed to search for an adventure. What 
would you do in this situation?
It happens that after your friends conduct a prank, you return to your area alone, 
without friends. On the way back you meet one from the young camp who you played the
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joke on. He asks you whether or not you were one of the people who did the prank.
After you answer, he asks you to give the names of your friends. What would you really 
do in this situation?
The Foreign Kid (Bronfenbrenner’s version)
In your neighborhood a new family has moved in. They are from a foreign country 
and have one child who is in your class at school. This kid understands your language but 
doesn’t say very much. In a few days it’ll be Halloween and you plan to go trick and 
treating with other kids in the neighborhood. Someone asks if you should take this 
foreign kid along, but most of your friends are against it. They say: “He doesn’t know 
what it’s all about yet; we’ll take him later when he speaks our language better.” What 
would you really do in this situation?
Foreign Classmate (modified version for Bronfenbrenner’s Foreign Kid)
Into your building moved a new family. They are foreigners. Their children will 
study in your school, in your grade. He understands your language, but doesn’t speak it 
very well. The children in your class gather to play your favorite game. Someone asks if 
you should invite the foreign classmate to play, but the majority of the kids are against it. 
They say: “He doesn’t know how to play the game; doesn’t know the rules. We will 
invited him to play the game after he better learns the language. What would you really 
do in this situation?
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Moral Dilemmas (Russian version)
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X
L  KPACHBAfl LUJI^nA
T b i Harneji in .u in y , h t bo h  TO Bapm nn cHHTaiOT, hto o n a  jeHCTBHTejibno  
K pacH Baa. T bo h  p om rrejiH  He cKa3a;iH. hto Tbi He n o .iA e n  hochth  ee . ho dto oneBH nH o. 
hto  o h h  ob i x o T ejin , HToGbi Tbi n e p e c r a n  ee HOCHTb . T bo h  npy3bJi xo tjit , HToobi Tbi 
n p o n o j iA a n  HOCHTb 3Ty npeK pacH yio  in m m y. Hto  A e  Tbi o y n e m b  nejiaT b Ha caviovf
j e . i e ?
1  5HJ1ET 3A nOJI-LIEHbl
Tbi nneiiib b khho co  cbohmh npy3bJiMH. BHJierbi c to j it  nemeBJie jjtji neTen no  
12 JieT. HeKOTopbiM pe6 jrraM eme HeT 12 neT. K to -to  roBopHT: “JJaBaHTe Bee CKaAeM, 
h to  Haw em e HeT 12 neT, h KynHM nemeBbie SHneTbi.” H to  * e  Tbi oyneuib nenaTb Ha 
cavtoM nene?
A. IlpennoAHLiib jih Tbi cbohm npy3bJiM cica3aTb, CKOJibKo hm b 
iteHCTBHTeJibHOCTH JieT, hjih Tbi no3BonHiiib KaAnoMy cnenaTb t o ,  h to  oh  CHHTaer 
HytfCHbIM?
E. FIpeztnojiojKHM, Bee tb o h  npy3bfl pematoT CKa3aTb, h to  hm eme HeT 12.
A Te6e HcnonHHJiocb 12 neT Bcero napy nHen Ha3an. H to  ace Tbi Synenib nenaTb Ha 
caMQM nene?
B. Tbi nocjieitHHH npoxonnuib Komponepa. OcTaJibHbie peSjrra yxce 
bouuih, xorna KOHTponep ocTaHaBJTHBaeT Te6e. O h cnpamHBaeT, ecTb jih Te6e yace 12 
JieT. riocne Toro, KaK Tbi oTBenaemb, oh roBopHT: “Ilo-MoeMy, HeKOTopbie tboh 
apy3bK CTapme 12 neT.” O h cnpamHBaeT, KOMy H3 Bomenmnx pe6jrr yxce 6ojibme 12. 
Hto Ae Tbi Synenib nenaTb Ha caMQM nene?
3, C TPA H H blH  PEEEHOK
M ecTo, m e  Tbi OTnbixaemb bo BpeMJi KaHHKyji, HaxonHTCJi Henaneico ot 
cnopTHBHOH nnoinanKH. Tbi nonpyAHnca c HecKonbKHMH peSjrraMH h othhhho 
npoBonwinb BpeMH. OnHaAnbi, Hrpaji c TOBapnmaMH, Tbi 3aMenaemb, hto H enonanexy 
ctoht noBOJibHo cTpaHHbiH peSeHOK, HaSjnonaiomHH 3a BaMH. KaAeTCJi, hto oh xoneT 
npHcoenHHHTbCJi k BameH nrpe. K om a Tbi cnpaniHBaemb peojrr o neM, ohh roBopjrr: 
“O h- CKyHHbiH." H to  ace Tbi Synenib nenaTb na caMQM nene?
4. H O aaU IH B blH  ilE H b
H n er noA nb, H Tbi HanaJi HHTaTb xopom yio KHHiy no HHTepecyiouien TeSji Te\te. 
Tbi ycneBaem b npoHHTaTb ee TonbKo jiHuib n o  ccpcnHiibi. K om a 3Bohht Tene(|)OH. 3 to 
3bohjit tboh npy3bJi, ohh coopajincb BMecTe y onHoro H3 hhx novia. Ohh npocTo chjuit,
pa3roBapHBaioT h xotjit, HToSbi Tbi nprnnen. Hto Ae ri>i Syneuib nenaTb na ca.MOM
jene?
A  nOTEPflHHAfl KOHTPOJIbHAfl
A. CjiynaH iio Tbi co cb o h m h  ;ipy3i>jiviM Haxonnm b j ih c t o k ,  k o  ropbiH 
/IOJIAHO 6bITI> oSpOHHJia TBOJI yHHTCJIbHHUa. Ha DTOM JIHCTKe BOnpOCbl JLIJI 
3aBTpamneri KoiiTponbHon paoonbi u o ib c ti> i iia m ix . H ck o io p b ie  pcojna  n p e;n a ra io i  
lie paccKa3biBarb iiHHero ynHTcnbHHue , h TaKHM oopa30M bi>i b cc c v i o a c t c  nonynHTb 
oneiiKH nojiynm e. Hto AeTbi oyneuib nenaTb iia cavtoM nene?
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5 . npenno.ioAHM. tboh npy3ba peuiaioT HHHero He roBopHTb. 
flocnenyeuib .th Tbi npHMepy peSaT (r. e. cornacHiiibca npo.vionnaTb) h.ih  Tbi 
orxaAeuibca?
B. Ha c.nenyiouiee yTpo yHHTenbHHua pa3roBapHBaeT c toooio c rna3a Ha 
rna3. Ona cnpamHBaeT, He Bnnen nn Tbi noTepaHHbin nucTox. FTocne Toro, xax Tbi 
roB opm iib eft npaBny, oHa npocuT Ha3BaTb HMeHa npyrnx peSaT, k to  BHnen d to t 
jihctok. Hto Ae Tbi oyneuib nenaTb Ha ca.MOM nene?
6, nOTPflCAJOlIIAfl HTPA
Tbi co cbohmh n py3baMH nrpaeuib  b nonpacaiom yio nrpy, ho BHe3anHO Tbi 
BcnoMHHaeuib, h to  n o  chx n op  He cneuan no KOHua ypoxn. EcnH Tbi nepecTaHeuib 
cenn ac nrpaTb, y TeSa erne SyneT BpeMa no3aHHMaTbca nooonbuie. Ecjih Ae Tbi 
npononAHUib nrpaTb, Tbi enBa ycneeuib  cnenaTb Bee ypoxn. Ho ecnn Tbi npexpaTHUib 
HrpaTb cennac, Tbi pa3onapyeuib  cb oh x npy3en, noTOMy h to  nrpa SyneT HapymeHa H3- 
3a TBoero yxona. H to  Ae Tbi Syneuib nenaTb Ha caMQM nene?
L  OHJIbM
B onHOM H3 KHHOTeaTpoB b ueHTpe ropona noKa3biBaioT (J)HUbM, xoTopbiH Bee 
p e6aTa c h h tb io t  oneHb xopouiHM. Tbi h Bee tb o h  npy3ba coSnpaioTca nocMOTpeTb ero. 
K orna Tbi roBopnuib 06  dtom  cbohm h ponnTena.M, ohh  He oneHb panbi, h to  Tbi xoneuib  
nocMOTpeTb HMeHHo d to t  cJjunbM. O h h  He roBopaT, h to  Tbi He nonAeH  Ha Hero h itth , 
h o  BnonHe noHaTHO, h to  o h h  Tax CHHTaioT. H to  Ae Tbi Syneuib nenaTb Ha caMQM nene?
8. HOBblH YHEHHK
B TBoeM xnacce HenaBHO noaBHnca HOBbiH yneHHX. Oh b HexoTopoft cTeneHH 
HepaumHB, h HexoTopbie peSaTa HeMHoro nonnpa3HHBaioT ero. OnHaAnbi, nocne  
yp oxoB  Tbi cTOHUib h 6on raeu ib  co  cbohm h npy3baMH, a h obh h ox  ozihh BbixonnT H3 
uixonbi h HanpaBnaeTca x Ba.M. K to - t o  roBopHT: “ A b o t  nner caMbiH Sonbiiion  
H epaxa.” H Bee HaHHHaiOT npa3HHTb HOBHHxa. H to Ae Tbi 6yneuib nenaTb na caMQM 
nene b nonoSH on CHTyauHH?
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X
1.
nEPECTAHY HOCHTb EE AOCTABJUO Y/JOBOJIbCTBHE 
CBOHM£PY3bJIM
aoco.n oT H O  noHTH n y v ia io , hto  
yB ep eH (a) yB epeH (a) n a
2 A.
I103B0J1I0 KAUKJIOMY CJJEJIATb 
TO, HTO OH XOHET
n yM aio , hto  noHTH a o co m o T H o  
n a  yB epeH (a) yB epeH (a)
CKA^Cy BCEM, HTOEbI OHH 
HA3BAJIH CBOH HACTOJHUHH 
B03PACT
aScojnoTHo noHTH nyxiaio, hto 
yBepeH(a) yBepeH(a) n a
2B.
nO H ^y BMECTE C MOHMH 
R PY3bJIMH
nyMaio, hto noHTH aScomoTHO 
na yBepeH(a) yBepeH(a)
OTKAHCYCb H^TH C 
OCTAJIbHblMH PEEJITAMH
aocomoTHo noHTH nyMaio, hto 
yBepeH(a) yBepeH(a) na
2B.
CKA^Cy EMY, KOMY H3 PEEflT 
BOJIbUIE 12 JIET
nyMaio, hto noHTH aScomoTHo 
na yBepeH(a) yBepeH(a)
HE CKAJKY EMY
aScoinoTHO noHTH nyMaio, hto 
yBepeH(a) yBepeH(a) na
3.
CKAJKY MOHM flPy3bJIM, HTO JI 
HE BYffY HTPATb C HHMH £ 0  TEX 
nOP, nOKA MbI HE nPHMEM B 
HTPy 3T0T0 PEBEHKA
nyMaio, hto nonra  aScomoTHO 
na yBepeH(a) yBepeH(a)
nPOflOJDKY HTPATb C 
OCTAJIbHblMH PEEJITAMH
aScojnoTHo noHTH nyMaio, hto 
yBepeH(a) yBepeH(a) na
4.
n o f ia y  h  nPHCOE^HHiocb k 
MOHM flPy3biIM
nyMaio, hto noHTH aScomoTHo 
na yBepeH(a) yBepeH(a)
nPOAOJI^CY HHTATb KHHTY
aocomoTHo noHTH nyMaio, hto 
yBepeH(a) yBepeH(a) n a
5A.
CKA^CY HM, HTO OHH tfOJDKHbl 
CKA3ATb YHHTEJIbHHUE OB
nywaio, hto noHTH aocomoTHo 
na yBepeH(a) yBepeH(a)
n03B0JII0 KAtfCflOMY PEIHATb
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3 T 0 M CAMOMY 3A CEEK
aocomoTHo noHTH nyviaio, hto 
yBepeH(a) yBepeH(a) na
55.
OTKA)KYC5 CJIE^OBATb 3A 
PEBflTAMH
nyMaio. HTO noHTH aOCO.HOTHO 
na yBepeH(a) yBepeH(a)
nPHCOE/JHHIOCb K MOHM 
/IPy3bflM
aocomoTHo noHTH nyMaio, hto 
yBepeH(a) yBepeH(a) na
5B.
HE H A 30BY  Eft HM EHA
nyMaio, hto noHTH aScomoTHo 
na yBepeH(a) yBepeH(a)
H A 30BY  EH HM EHA
aScomoTHO noHTH nyviaio, hto 
yBepeH(a) yBepeH(a) na
6.
h e  r iP E K P A m y  H r p y
nyMaio, hto iiohth aScomoTHo 
na yBepeH(a) yBepeH(a)
n P E K P A m y  H r p y
aScojnoTHO noHTH nyviaio, hto 
yBepeH(a) yBepeH(a) na
7.
CKA^CY M OHM  £ P Y 3 b * M , HTO Si 
JIYHUIE H E n O f t a y  B KHHO
nyMaio, HTO noHTH aScOJDOTHO 
na yBepeH(a) yBepeH(a)
n O H ^ y  B KHHO C M OHM H 
JXPYlhSlMU
aocomoTHo noHTH nyMaio, hto 
yBepeH(a) yBepeH(a) na
8.
nP H C O E ^H H IO C b K MOHM  
£ P y 3 b S M
nyMaio, hto noHTH aScomoTHO 
na yBepeH(a) yBepeH(a)
CKA^Cy M OHM  ^PY 3bJIM , HTO SI 
y H # y ,  ECJIH O H H  H E nPEK PA TH T 
^P A 3H H T b HOBHHKA
a6cojnoTHO noHTH nyMaio, hto 
yBepeH(a) yBepeH(a) na
nyMaio, hto noHTH aocomoTHo 
na yBepeH(a) yBepeH(a)
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1. nO C.lEH H flfl HQHE CMEHbl
Tbi oTjbixaemb b neTHe.vt narepe. Ceronna - nocnenHaa nonb cvteHbi. Tboh 
npy3ba no nanaTe npennaraioT He cnaib Honbio. a noHTH xy;iHraHHTb, nroobi DTa nonb 
Bcesi Hano.iro 3ano.MHH.1 acb. Hto ace Tbi oyneuib xe.iarb na cavto.vt ne.ic?
1 A.  C x a a c e U Ib  JIH Tbi CBOHM jpy3bH V t. HTO OHH He nO.iaCHbl 3TO ne.T aT b H.TH 
no3Bo.iH LH b K aacn ovty  a e .ia T b  TO. HTO OH x o n eT ?
1E. HacTynaeT HOHb, h  p e o a T a  O T n p aB n a io T ca  Ha nowcKH npHKmoneHnn.
Hto ace Tbi oyneuib nenaTb Ha cavtoM nene?
IB. TaK no.Tynnnocb, h to  nocne BauiHX uiyMHbix npoKa3, Tbi 
B03Bpamaeuibcfl oopaTHo b nanaTy onHH, 6e3 npy3en. BHe3anH0 Tbi BCTpenaeinb 
onHoro H3 HanaJibHHKOB narepa, npHSeacaBinero Ha uiyM. O h cnpamHBaeT Teoa, He Tbi 
jih 6bm onHHM H3 Tex, k to  uiyvieJT h xynHraHHn. riocne Toro Kax Tbi oTBenaeuib, oh  
npocHT Te6a Ha3BaTb HMeHa tb o h x  npy3eit H to  ace Tbi Syneuib nenaTb Ha caMQM nene?
2. CBHTEP 3A U 0M  HAFIEPEII
O/maacabi onHH H3 tbohx npy3en, KOToporo Bee moSaT, npnrnen b uiKOJiy b 
cBHTepe, oneTOM 3anoM Hanepen. 3 to crajio MonHbiM, h cKopo Bee npy3ba crrauH 
HOCHTb cBHTepa tohho TaK ace. Ohh xoTaT, HTo6bi Tbi Toace nocnenoBan hx npHMepy. 
BatiiH poitHTe.TH He roBopaT, hto Tbi He nonaceH nenaTb 3Toro, ho 3T0 onem-mHO, hto hm 
He noHpaBHTca, ecjiH Tbi Syneuib HOCHTb CBHTep 3anoM Hanepen. Hto ace Tbi Syneuib 
nenaTb Ha caMQM nene?
3. JOKJTAil
YHHTeJib npennoacnn yneHHKaM KTacca HecKOJibKo TeM nna nonroTOBKH 
rpynnoBbix nomianoB. KaacnbiH yneHHK Kuacca nonaceH Sbin BbiSpaTb KaKyto-nH6o H3 
TeM. Tax nonynnnocb, hto 6ojibiHHHCTBo tbohx npy3en BbiSpann OTJiHHHyio ot TBoeit 
TeMy, KOTopaa He noKa3ajiacb Te6e oneHb HHTepecHOH. H hhkto H3 tbohx npy3en He 
BbiSpan tbokd TeMy nun noicuana. Tboh npy3ba xoTaT, htoSm Tbi noMeHaji TeMy. Hto 
ace Tbi Syneuib nenaTb Ha caMQM nene?
4. s o jib H Q H  j p y r
Tbi c jpy3baMH HaBemaeuib Sonbuoro npyra. Bbi Bee TonbKO HanajiH HrpaTb b 
KapTbi, Korna kto-to Bcno.MHitaeT. hto ceronHa nocnenHHH neHb apMapKH, KOTopaa 
nonacHa SbiTb oneHb HHTepecHOH. H h y Koro H3 Bac He obino bo3mo;khocth noceTHTb 
ee paHbuie. Ecjih Bbi ynneTe npavto cennac, Bbi eme cMoaceTe ycneTb Ha Hee no 
3aKpbiTHa. T boh So.nbHon npvr hc vtoaceT noHTH c Bavin, ho Bee peoaTa KaaceTca 
coonpaioTca nnTH. O hh xoTa r, n roobi h Tbi nomen. Hto ace Tbi oyneuib nenaTb Ha 
caMQM nene?
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5. n o n y j i a P H b i f t  i p v r
B K - ia c c e  n o a B H n c a  HOBbiH yneH HK , c K O T o pb iM  Tbi c o  c b o h m h  n p y 3 b a M H  c p a 3y 
ace n o n p y a c n n c a .  3 t o t o  y n e H H K a  Bee o n e H b  m o o a T ,  T a \ t  r n e  o h  - B c e r n a  B e c e n o .  Ho 
n o c n e  T o r o ,  h t o  Kate t b o h  n p y 3b a  n o S b i B a n n  y T e o a  n o M a .  Tbi n o n H M u e i u b ,  h t o  t b o h m  
p o a M T e a n M  He o n e H b  H p a B H T c a  t b o h  HOBbiit n p y r .  O h h  H t m e r o  06  dtom  H e r o B o p a T ,  h o  
T bi BHnHUib, h t o  o h h  o b i  n p e n n o n n H ,  H T o ob i b  o y n y u i e M  Tbi He n a c T o  B t u e a c a  c d t h m  
n p y r o .M .  H t o  ace T b i  o y n e u i b  n e n a T b  Ha caM QM  n e n e ?
6. QPyKTOBOE UEPEBO
Tbi co c b o h m h  n p y3baMH nporynHBaeTecb n o  6e3monH0H n opore h 3aMenaeTe b 
none nepeBO, Bee yBeuiaHHoe cnenbiMH cJ)pyKTOBbiMH nnonaMH. PanoM c nepeBOM 
HaxonHTca noBpeacneHHaa Sypeit TaouHHKa c HannHCbio “HE 3AXO/JHTb!”, h o  
BOKpyr HeT HHKaKoro 3aSopa. ,Hpy3ba npennaraioT nonoftTH k nepeBy h copBaTb 
HecKonbKO cJipyKTOB. 3 t o  tb o h  moSHMbiH copT 4)pyKTOB. H to  ace Tbi Syneuib nenaTb 
Ha caMQM nene?
6A. C K aaceu ib  n n  Tbi c b o h m  npy3baM , h t o  o h h  H e  nonacHbi 3TO n en aT b  HnH 
Tbi no3B onH iub  K aacnoM y n en aT b  t o ,  h t o  o h  xoneT ?
6 B . r ip e n n o n o a c H M , h t o  t b o h  n p y 3 b a  n o u u i H  p B a T b  $ p y K T b i .  riocnenyeuib  
n H  Tbi 3a  h h m h  HUH T b i  o T K a a c e u i b c a  cnenoB aT b h x  n p H M e p y ?
6B. FIo3ace, bo BpeMa nporynKH y TeSa pa3Ba3anwcb umypKH, h Tbi 
ocTaHOBHnca, HToSbi hx 3aBa3aTb. PeSaTa He 3aMenaioT 3Toro npononacaioT cboh nyn> 
h noBopanHBaioT 3a yron, TaK hto  Tbi hx yace He BHimuib. B d to t momcht k TeSe 
nonxonHT MyacnHHa. Oh cnpauiHBaer He Tbi nn onHH H3 Tex, k to 3axouHJi Ha 
TeppHToprao h pBan nnonbi c nepeBa. riocne Toro, KaK Tbi eMy OTBenaeuib, oh npocHT 
Ha3BaTb HMeHa yuienuiHX Bnepen peSaT. Hto ace Tbi Syneuib nenaTb Ha caMQM nene?
7. JIETHHH JTArEPb
Tbi Moaceuib noexaTb Ha KaHracynbi b  neTHHH narepb. y  TeSa ecTb 2 
B03woacHocTH. B o u h o m  narepe npoBonirrcn 3aHaTHa no npenMeTaM, KOTopbie TeSa 
ocoSeHHo HHTepecyioT, h o  SonbuiHHCTBo t b o h x  npy3en enyT b npyroft narepb. T b o h  
npy3ba x o t j i t ,  HToSbi Tbi noexan c h h m h .  H t o  ace Tbi Syneuib nenaTb Ha caMQM nene?
8. 3APy5E3KHbIH OilHOKJIACCHHK
B t b o h  noM Bbexana HOBaa ceMba. O hh - HHOCTpaHUbi. Hx peoeHOK Syner 
yHHTbca b TBoefi uiKone, b t b o S m  Knacce. Oh noHHMaeT t b o h  a3biK, h o  He oneHb 
xopouio roBopHT. PeoaTa Knacca coSnpaioTca nrpaTb b Bauiy moSHMyio nrpy. K t o - t o  
cnpauiHBaeT nonacHbi nn Bbi npHHaTb b 3Ty nrpy 3apySeacHoro onHOKnaccHHKa, h o  
SonbuiHHCTBo peSaT npoTHB 3T o r o .  Ohh roBopaT: “Oh He 3HaeT KaK wrpaTb b 3Ty nrpy, 
He 3HaeT ee npaBHn. Mbi npHMeM ero b  Hrpy no3ace, Koma o h  n o n y n n T  a3biK.” H t o  ace 
Tbi oyneuib nenaTb 11a caMQM nene?
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1A.
CKA^CY HM, HTO OHH HE 
ZlOJDfCHbl 3TO /JEJIATb
n 0 3 B 0 J H 0  KA'ATJOMY JJEJIATb TO, 
HTO OH XOHET
aOCO.UOTHO noHTH nyMaio, HTO 
yBepeH(a) yBepeH(a) na
lb.
r iO H ^ y CO CBOHMH £Py3bH M H
nyMaio, HTO noHTH aOCO.UOTHO 
na yBepeH(a) yBepeH(a)
OTKA3KYCB H£TH C £Py3bflMH
aocomoTHo noHTH nyMaio, h to  
yBepeH(a) yBepeH(a) na
IB.
HE HA30BY HMEHA £Py3Efl
nyMaio, hto noHTH aScomoTHO 
na yBepeH(a) yBepeH(a)
HA30By HMEHA £Py3EH
aScojnoTHo noHTH nyMaio, hto 
yBepeH(a) yBepeH(a) na
2.
nEPECTAHy HOCHTb CBHTEP 
TAK, KAK HOCJIT MOH flPy3b*
nyMaio, hto noHTH aocojnoTHo 
na yBepeH(a) yBepeH(a)
O^EHyCb KAK MOH JX?Y3bSl
aScojnoTHO noHTH nyMaio, hto 
yBepeH(a) yBepeH(a) na
3.
HE H3MEHIO TEMy RIM  TOTO, 
HTOBbI PABOTATb BMECTE C 
MOHMH £Py3b*M H
nyMaio, hto noHTH aScomoTHo 
na yBepeH(a) yBepeH(a)
H3MEHK) TEMy RJIX TOTO, HTOBbI 
PABOTATb C MOHMH ^Py3biIMH
aScOJHOTHO noHTH nyMaio, HTO 
yBepeH(a) yBepeH(a) na
4.
OTKA^CyCb HtfTH C flPy3bflMH
nyMaio, hto noHTH aScomoTHo 
na yBepeH(a) yBepeH(a)
n o H ^ y  c  ^py3b^MH
aScojnoTHo noHTH nyMaio, hto 
yBepeH(a) yBepeH(a) na
5.
nPOtfOJDKy OSLUATbCfl C 3THM  
a p y ro M
nyMaio, hto noHTH aScomoTHo 
na yBepeH(a) yBepeH(a)
nEPECTAHy BHflETbCfl C HHM
aocomoTHo noHTH nyMaio, hto 
yBepeH(a) yBepeH(a) na
nyMaio, hto noHTH aScojnoTHO 
na yBepeH(a) yBepeH(a)
6A.
n 0 3 B 0 J II0  K A ^ O M Y  JIEJIATb TO, 
HTO OH XOHET
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C K A jKY  HM. HTOBbI OHH HE 
/JOJDKHbl £EJIATb
aScomoTHO nonra  nyMaio, hto 
yBepeH(a) yBepeH(a) na
6B.
OTKA^CYCb CJIEJJOBATb 3A 
MOHMH £PY3bJIMH
nyMaio, hto noHTH aocomoTHo 
na yBepeH(a) yBepeH(a)
nOCJTE^YK) 3A OCTAJIbHblMH 
JIPY3JIMH
aScomoTHo noHTH nyMaio, hto 
yBepeH(a) yBepeH(a) na
6B
HE H A30BY EMY HX HMEHA
nyMaio, hto nonra aocom orao 
na yBepeH(a) yBepeH(a)
HA30BY EMY HX HMEHA
aocomoTHo nonra  nyMaio, hto 
yBepen(a) yBepeH(a) na
7.
n O E ^ y  B JIATEPb C M OHM H 
J jp Y lb X M H
nyMaio, hto iiohth aScom orao 
na yBepeH(a) yBepeH(a)
n o E ^ y  b  JiA TEPb, t,zje  
n P O B O ^ T C J I  H H T E P E C yiO m H E  
MEELfl 3AHJITHJI
aScomoTHo noHTH nyMaio, hto 
yBepeH(a) yBepeH(a) na
8.
O T K A acyC b H TPA Tb CO CBOHM H 
A P y 3 b flM H  £ 0  TEX n O P , IlOKA 
O H H  H E  riPH M Y T  B HTPY HOBOTO 
yH E H H K A
nyMaio, hto nonra  aScomorao 
na yBepeH(a) yBepeH(a)
n O H ^ y  H TPATb CO CBOHM H 
£ P y 3 b JIM H
aScojnoTHo n o n ra  nyMaio, hto 
yBepeH(a) yBepeH(a) na
nyMaio, hto nonra  aocomoTHo 
na yBepeH(a) yBepeH(a)
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1- HflHbKA
Tbi nrpaeuib c peoflTa.vin bo ziBope. O jh h  H3 tb o h x  zipy3en roBopHT, h to  eMy nazio 
nocjie ooezia cnjeT b jo.via c MJiazmiHM opaTOM. KaK obi Tbi n o c T y n i u  Ha caviovi j e . ic : 
ocTazica bo ziBope nrpaTb c peoaTaMH h.th ace nom e.i Obi k h c m v  jiomoh. nowa oh  oyzieT 
npwcviaTpHBaTb 3a cbohm oparoM?
2. T E JIE B H 3H O H H A H  n E P E H A H A
Cerozma BenepoM no TeneBH3opy b ozcho h to ace BpeMR noKa3biBaioT ziBe nepeziann. 
Ozma H3 hhx, npo to, neM Te6e HpaBHTca 3aHHMaTbca - npo TBoe yBJieneHHe. A  zipyraa 
- c.MeuiHaa nporpaviMa, KOTopaa oneHb HpaBHTca tbohm zipy3bRM. Tbi cHHTaeuib, hto 
3To, b oomevi Henjioxaa nepeziana, ho OHa HHHeMy Teoa He HayHHT. Bee tboh ztpy3bH 
coonpaioTca cerozma nocMOTpeTb KOMeziHHHoe uioy h 30ByT Teoa Toace npHHTH. Ecjih 
Tbi noHzieuib c hhmh, to nponycTHiiib nepenany npo CBoe yBJieneHHe. KaK 6bi Tbi 
nocTynHJi Ha caMQM aene?
3. C T A P b lE  KPOCCOBKH
PeoaTaM, c KOTopbiMH Tbi zipyacHLLib, HpaBHTca Be3iie noflBJWTbca b crrapbix KpoccoBKax. 
T boh  pojxHTejiH He 3anpem aioT Teoe HOCHTb kpoccobkh, ho BnojiHe noHHTHo, h to  
JiyHiue 6bi Te6 e hx He HazieBaTb. £py3ba ace x o th t , HTo6bi Tbi npoziojracaji HOCHTb 
kpoccobkh. H to  Tbi 6yneuib ziejiaTb Ha caMQM jene?
4. P E 3H H O B A ii 3M EH
B mKOJie ecTb ozm a yHHTejibHHua, KOTopyio h h k to  He jik>6h t. T boh  npnaTejm peuiHJiH 
nozuuyTHTb Hazt Hen - nozuioacHTb nrpyiueHHyio 3Meio (KOTopaa oneHb noxoaca Ha 
HacToamyio) b amHK ee cTona. O hh xoTaT o t  Te6a noMomn -Tbi ziojiaceH crroaTb b 
K opim ope h npeziynpenHTb, ecjin KTo-HH6yzib noaBHTca. KaK Tbi nocTvnHiiib Ha caMQM 
jejie?
4A. CKaaceuib jih Tbi zipy3baM, h to  oh h  He zioziacHbi 3t o  nenaTb, hjih  
no3BOJiHiiib KaacaoMy ziejiaTb t o ,  h to  eMy HpaBHTca?
4B. npezicTaBHM, h to  peSaTa peuiHJiH ziencTBOBaTb. Tbi 6yzieiiib c hhmh 3a 
ozm o - cToaTb b K opnaope h  cjieziHTb, KaK Te6a nonpocHJiH?
4B. H a cjieziyiomHH zieHb yHHTejibHHua cnpamHBaeT Teoa b OTcyTCTBHH 
zipynix zieTen, H3BecTHO jih Te6e HT0-HH6yzib npo 3Meio b aiUHKe. n ocjie  TBoero oTBeTa 
OHa npocHT Ha3BaTb Tex, kto eme b 3Tom ynacTBOBa.T. Kax Tbi nocTynHJi 6bi Ha caMOM 
nejie?
5. JIHHHbIM nPOEKT
Tbi HeM-ro 3aHHMaeuibCR hjih crpoHLUb hto-to. H rojibKo Tbi npHna;ica 3a paooTy, xaK 
k Teoe noziomzm peoaTa h nonpocuziH tcoh ne.M-To 3anaTbca B.vieciH c hhmh. Kax obi 
Tbi nocrvnHJi na caMQM zie;ie?
6. PA35HTOE OKHO
Tbi c :tpy3i»aMH mpacnib b Man na nycion n:ioma;xKe paao.vi c oo.ibiiiHM tjuiiiucm. 
Kor;ia paioiiBaeTca o;uio H3 okoii. Pcoaia iiHKOMy iic xotrt oo otom r o B o p n ib .  htooi,i 
H3ocaca n, HcnpHaTiioc rcH.
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6A. KaK o b i  Tbi nocTynH.i(a) n a  ca.vio.M jezie?
6B. A r e n e p b  n p e z tc T a B b ,  h t o  t b o h  a p y 3 b a  c o o p a - n i c b  yxoziH Tt, h  x o t h t ,  H T o o b i  Tbi
n o in e .T  c h h m h .  Kax o b i  Tbi n o c T y n n .T ( a )  n a  c j m o m  j e . i e ?
6B. Ha c .T e jy i o m H H  zteHb zwpexTop m x o .T b i  Bbi3biBaeT T e 5 a  x c e o e  b x a o H H e T .  
C H a n a . T a  o h  p a c c n p a m H B a e T  T e o a  o  rBoeH p o . i H  b d t o h  H c r o p w u .  a  n o r o M  n p o c H T  
Ha3BaTb T ex , k t o  e m e  b d t o m  y n a c T B O B a n .  Kax Tbi n o c T y n n . T ( a )  Obi Ha cav iO M  z te . ie?
7. KJIACCOM H A f l HKHHK
y  TBoero xziacca ocTaziHCb oom ne zteHbrn b xoHue rozta, h ynHTejib npejxroacHT 
ycTpoHTb Ha hhx riHKHHK zma Bcero xnacca b cjiezxytomyio cyoooTy. Ozxhh yneHHK 
(yneHHua) He 6 bm Ha 3aHaTHax b 3Tot zteHb h HHnero He cjibimaji npo nnxHHK. Pe6aTa 
npezxrohchjih HHnero He roBopnTb 06 dtom, h to  obi oh  (OHa) He noexaji Ha nnxHHK. Kax 
Tbi nocTynHT(a) 6 bi Ha ca.MOM aerie?
8 . OCOBEHHAJi MAHEPA PA3TOBOPA
Pe6aTa, c xoTopbiMH Tbi jpyxcHiiib, roBopaT Ha ocoSeHHbiH MaHep, h to  Te6e oneHb 
HpaBHTca, ho He HpaBHTca tbohm  poaHTenaM. T boh  poaHTeaw He 3anpeiuaioT Teoe Tax 
pa3roBapHBaTb, ho BnojiHe noH arao, h to  aynrne 6 bi Te6e Tax He aeaaTb. ,Zlpy3ba 5xeHe_ 
BHZtaT b dtom HHnero n aoxoro  h cHHTaioT, h to  Tax ropa3ao Beceaee. H to  Tbi 6yaeuib  
aeaaTb Ha caMQM nene?
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1.
OCTAJICH Bbi C PEE.HTAMH riOLIIEJI Bbi C HHM
aOCO.HOTHO tTOHTH jyMafO, HTO 
yBepeH(a) yBepeH(a) j a
2.
CMOTPEJI Bbi nEPEJJAHY nPO  
CBOE YBJIEHEHHE
jyMaio, hto noH T H  aocomoTHo 
j a  yBepeH(a) yBepeH(a)
nOIHEJT Bbi CMOTPETb riEPEAAHY 
CO CBOHMH £PY3bAM H
adcomoTHO n o n ra  .oyMaio, h to  
yBepeH(a) yBepeH(a) jia
3.
EY£Y HOCHTb KPOCCOBKH, KAK 
HPABHTCA MOHM aPY3bAM
nyMaio, h to  f io h th  aScomoTHO 
zta yBepeH(a) yBepeH(a)
HE EYflY HOCHTb KPOCCOBKH, 
XOTA TAK OJJEBAIOTCA BCE MOH 
APV3bX
aScojnoTHo noHTH ayMaio, hto 
yBepeH(a) yBepeH(a) zia
4A.
PEHIY, HTO KA^CilblH MOJKET 
J5EJIATB HTO EMY XOHETCA
nyMaio, hto noHTH aocomoTHo 
Zia yBepeH(a) yBepeH(a)
CKA3KY ^PY3'bHM, HTO OHH HE 
flOJIACHbl 3TO  ^EJIATb
aScojnoTHO noHTH xtyMaio, hto 
yBepeH(a) yBepeH(a) fla
4B.
OTKAACYCb nOMOTATb CBOHM 
(aPY3'bflM
nyMaio, hto noHTH aScojnoTHo 
aa. yBepeH(a) yBepeH(a)
EYflY nOMOTATb CBOHM  
£PY3'bAM
a6cojnoTHO noHTH nyMaio, hto 
yBepeH(a) yBepeH(a) jxa.
4B.
H A30BY HX HMEHA
nyMaio, hto noHTH aScomoTHO 
aa  yBepeH(a) yBepeH(a)
HE HA30BY HX HMEHA
aScojnoTHo noHTH iiyMaio, hto 
yBepeH(a) yBepeH(a) ^a
nyMaio, hto noHTH aocomoTHo 
aa  yBepeH(a) yBepeH(a)
5.
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EYHy nPO^Ojl>KATb CBOE JEJIO nOCTYnJIIO TAK KAK 3TOTO 
XOHETCA MOHM£PY3bAM
aoco.noTHo noHTH ay Maw, h to  
yBepeH(a) y*BepeH(a) na
6A.
n o r ib iT A io c b  yroBO PH Tb 
OCTAJIbHbIX COOEUJHTb OB 
3TOM
nyMaio, hto n o n ra  a o co m o ra o  
na yBepeH(a) yBepeH(a)
nyC T b  KAACAblH £EJIAET, HTO 
EMY XOHETCA
a6cojnoTHo n o n ra  nyviaio, hto 
yBepeH(a) yBepeH(a) na
6B.
n o f t ^ y  C HHMH
nyMaio, hto n on ra  a 6 co jn o ra o  
na yBepeH(a) yBepeH(a)
OTKAHCYCb nOHTH C HHMH
aScojnoTHO noHTH nyMaio, hto 
yBepeH(a) yBepeH(a) na
6B.
CKAACY EMY HMEHA
nyMaio, hto nonra  a6cojnorao 
na yBepeH(a) yBepeH(a)
HE CKA3KY EMY HMEHA
aScomoTHO noHTH nyMaio, hto 
yBepeH(a) yBepeH(a) na
7.
n o c T y r u i io  k a k  h  b c e  p e e a t a
nyMaio, hto non ra  a6cojnorao 
na yBepeH(a) yBepeH(a)
OTKAACYCb IlOEXATb ECJIH 3TOT 
YHEHHK HE nOEflET TOHCE
aocojnoTHo n o n ra  nyMaio, hto 
yBepeti(a) yBepen(a) na
8.
BY ^y PA3rOBAPHBATb KAK MOH 
£PY3bA
nyMaio, hto non ra  • a6cojnorao 
na yBepeH(a) yBepeH(a)
nEPECTAHY PA3TOBAPHBATb KAK 
MOH £PY3bA
aScojnoTHo noHTH nyMaio, hto 
yBepeH(a) yBepeH(a) na
nyMaio, hto nonra  aocojnorao 
na yBepeH(a) yBepeH(a)
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